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Pabutab Ztion
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PADUCAH, KY.. SATU14DA1 EVENING. SEPTEMBER 1. 1906.

CENTS PER WEEK

BURGLAR TAKES A WHAT BRYAN DID LITTLE BUSINESS
POLICE MAKE AN ARREST
DROP OF TEN FEET BY HIS ADDRESS
FOR LABOR DAY
IN BASS MURDER CASE
Prisoner, Named James Graham, Is Taken Into
Custody By Lieutenant Potter
Near Fulton.

investigates a l'ile of Papers Brought Down Criticism ol
anti Lea% es,
Many Part) Men.
Object of Intruder, Who Went to Oonfusiot. Fuib.a.s Ills
.44111SX'Sey
Such Paints, it. 1113..1..ry owner..
lititsI sr.tetal of Haelrott.1
l'auntlt Soh,.
I smtrol.

STOLE

NOTHING

FROM

SHOP STOCItS IN LONININ

Many Stores and Shops Will Close-Holiday Will Be Observed
of
Generally.

IFIEFATED,

DELEGATIONS ARE COMING HERE

WILL BE BROUGHT TO PADUCAH TONIGHT.

Without any evident purpose In
New York, Sept. 1.-William
Great preparations are being made will be closed.
the effort, the _tin shoo of
W. *HI-you'd advocacy of the dual
owner- for the big Labor Day
Meese Stores Will (loose
Is Berry & company, 2tV.! Kentucky
ee:ehrati.tit
ship scheme for American railroads
avenue, was burglariscd Thursday
Monday.
ana_if
Roy
I.. ("they & eompany. B.
the
weather
is
favorhas la one der accomplished several
night. Whoever the Intruder was, be
Weille & Son, Geo. Rock Shoe comthings. It drew 'upon Mr. Bryan the able the largest Labor Day crowd evor
did not care for anything in the shop.
fire of several prominent Democrats, assembled in. Paducah will bo WI the pany, Georgt. 0. Hart. & Song coniand it is the theory of the owners
Deny. Wallet-stein Bros., Rudy. Phil452 %YEAS: KILLEI)
who object to his new departure. It streets and at Wallace
park. • Reports lips & company, Eley Dry Goods
that he was lookiag for valuable paFRANCISCO
IN S.IN
started a discussion which Is not only front other towns indicate that -she 1
pers, or business secrets.
company, Hank Bros., White & Birk.
SAYS THE ItEPOICT
country-wide. but world-wide In Its laboring
With their friends! E. Guthrie
Yesterday
& company. L. B. Ogilmonalms, when the
Situ Franclaco, Sept. I.-Four §it
scope.
will come. to Paducah In a body, and l vie & t•ornpany, L. W.
shop was opened as usual for the
Henneberger
hundred and lifty-two !maple
The.lierald 'btu. morning Igeseela the plane of the Central Leber Union;
day's work. It was 411otteed taat the
company,. Grand astfirr.Lendler &
perk...heti
the result of the
the results of au sffort to get the sen- contemplate antiorement
for the stole !ado's, Cochran Shoe company. it
back door had been forcibly opened
earthquake and tire .1qtril IC,
timent of the eountry. Dispatches do. Fortunate!) the ho:ido feature
. Mehl & Son;.
and
the
curtain
on
a
window
the
In
The health department so states .}
from many cities: interviews with mien Of the .scraesion will he
generally oboffice at the front of the ',hop had
At the postern... holiday hours asil
In is formal report or the OleIn every walk of life: letters from pub- ser.0;1. so that in
the afternoon and be observed. The general delivery
been torn to piecehundred and sixty.'six :•*
lic then belonging to the Deneairatie evening there will
be no bn Mess to! window will be open between the
To get into the shop from the rear,
were killed by falling walls, 177
and Republican parties are given be- titterfete with the
pleasure of anyone. hours of 9 avid 10 o'clock In the
It Is necessary to mate j drop of ten
tire,
se.en
pert4.0.11
were
by
An arrest has been made in the Claude allA4 murder case. The pHslow:
AI: the •Itops
the rttrrttmls tettruing. Th,
feet from the roof of an adjoining
wl!l hp. one iii•lirery,
shot and two .0.41 as the result
oner's name is James Grabill:la and he was arrested this mornmg eight
. Henry Watterson, who has been
house.
Once
down
In
the
passage
. of issistotiug by voting
miles from Fulton by Police Lieut Tom Potter, of this city,- and Mar- If
way it comparat:vely was an easy very frieloty to Mr. Br an. t4k.•4 isgerte)•' canned gootl•.
anal Raker, of Fulton.
sue with h;m squarely. Gov. Volk
matter to open the door of the shop.
The prisoner will be brought to Pachush at 5 o'clock tonight. by
Nothing ai all wa-s noosing. the critlelees- the state ownership of railLieut. Potter for identilleatIon. There Is a warrant in the Case for
desk in the office hail not been tam- roads, but pays tribute to Mr. Brjeu.
'James GrahamAwho is suspected of committing the crime. Lieut. Pot'.
pered with. A She of b'as was torn Senator Bailey, of Texas, while refusis not acquainted with the suspect and could not identify the prisoner
from the hook beelde the desk, and ing to be interviewed, made it known
toheadquartera and was instructed I
He telephoned that morning
it Is presumed that the burglar tore in Washington that he considered the
Philadelphia. Sept. 1 - It aas compan,. Si ineant curti..tt lawyers,
bring tbe man in.
the curtain down to get -light from objections to the proposals so fundaThe arrest was made on a clew furnished the local police deport.
leaked
out that when Adolph Segal who were directors of the defunct
mental
not,
as
to
admit
of discussion.
the street electric light, or to see if
talent by Paducah parties, and Lteut. Potter was cent to Fulton In furths.company and also his attorneys. This
Democratic members of congress from Raid. "There were others," who pass_'
el-ear,
was
the
way
lie
left
the
way
AND VISITolt IN (*ITN LOSER
era nes of note planned by the police.
: is the most startling news that, has
the
south
are
Inclined
to otilsofte the ed on and favored
he came.
his enormous .
%H)NES FIRST THING.
Chief of Ponce Collins -would make no statement, other than . to
emanated from this 4.xtraordlnary 11Unless he was looking for papers government ownership of trunk anew loans from the Real Estate
Trust nancial robber.admit that an arrest has been made. He said It might be the Wrong per4e Csov. Cummins, of Iowa, is in a re•
or the books nothing having been
son, but he Is so anxious to capture the-right man, that he is willing to
ceptive
mood. and believes there will
taken no clear theory has been adtake the chance.
be very. wide disossalon of the sublet.'
(Spewed sahltel t. 0:.-t • Street l'hr vanced.
i
The prisoner Is a young man and has been working on a Non near
Henry Cnews. of this city, thinka adz.
Transfer She anti Iler
-4
Fulton. It was there be was eapturen. He protests his innocence.
1/Seq...ears.
1101•SEWoRK IN MORN,aL COl'ItelE Bryan's stand on this question • will
The police claim that when tbe right man Is brought in he will be
-..........
compel President Roosevelt to accept
confronted with evidence sufficient to make him confess.
PROSEIXTING IN GERMANY MAI FIGHT OltoMISES TO IW INTER.
Nebrnske E.laciater 0 Unite Domestic a second nomination.
an Alleged (knifes...6os.
Bulginess and financial interests in
BP STs SPPED.
1
S knee awd
If Boarding.
EsTING BATTLE.
;oat after her arrival In -Fivdueatt
Muth of the'credit for ferreting
this end other cities refuse to discuss
this morning Miss LILIan Leach of
out the mystery surrounding the
I..ncOln. Nett, Sept. 1.---To wash serious'y the prospect of the governmurder of Claude Bass Is due to Pa
Winne, who Is visiting Mr!. Florence
(lathe,' and cook breakfasts and din- ment and the state owning the railwas
street,
troiman James Clark, who overlielara
Trimble
foyer, at 1013
Goversmasist Ewes Thai Young Girls Nelson Increasing In ...ievice„ White
ners as a part of the regular curricul- roads.
the statement of a small boy and seAre Befog Takesu to I tali By
lien.
a•Perfeut Fighting
01, „, \cal la,,alay. Fitaa .
I Hasas made the victim of a purse snatcher. um. Is the idea which Is being dere:Stocks In lasndon went up on the
IN
cured a clew to ,the solution. He was
the
Miss Lest+ was ridina uptown fro
news
from Madison Square. There
(Sped by President James W. CrabMEV, %MEM,1\ ItiR.
patrolling a beat In Jersey when
the Helen station when she loot her
tree, of the state normal school at was a ripple In Wall Street.
heard the boy say he knew a woman
Purse. rontaining a $20 bill but she
There was nothing Ike the bitter
Peru. In the construstion of a model
that could tell all aboqt the crime.
did not discover the lost,,until she
denunciation
Berlin; Sept. I.-It he relsorted that
boarding
Tile
girls.
dormitory
for
indulged against air
Goldfield. Nev., Sept. 1.---' EveryThe policeman secured the boy's Reef/111111140SI Millis 44' (1).- (Senegal' reached Broadway.
new plan Is to connect the department Breen In his two pre/tidal-vial com- Mormons an. proise'ating In Germany thing Is in readiness for the lightstory and Chief Collins. at his reShe had to transfer three times and
Council of %....siation for the
of domestic salenoe with self-bofrding peting. Most of those Interviewed did andagevelving among the German wo- weight championship battle on Monquest changed him to the neat, wnere
Abe opened her hand satchel ta..get
thIlees,
by offering a thorough coarse in do- not believe Mr. Bryan could be elected men, girls to be taken to Ptah to join day. Nelson is perceptibly gaining in
the Murder took place. He got the
out her traniifor slip once or tatilee
me.tle trainee. The model self-board- on the issue, and a good many of them the alionton contmunIty. This hie science every day as he shooed towoman's story Of the confession and
When she reached Fourth street and
ing' dormitory sindar pollees'. of COO did not believe he would force goierne aroused the Getman government and day. Gans is nothing lama than a busaccompanied Police Judge Pureea:
Broadway: she walked down Broadway
St. Paul. flispt. 1 --Judge Alton B. a little waY, while waiting for her ear. struction will be completed by Sept. went ownership even if he were elected It is announced officials will Investi- man fighting machine, Cleverness
to the house of the woman, near the
scene of the murder and she made Parker. of New York, was the sole She openei her satchel-again and no- 12, the dale on whih the school and fitrr!eil the senate and house of gate the Mormon condition. Steps and science backed by etrength and
representatives with him.
may be taken to end operations of the knowledge of the game Is his combiopens.
alndavit that James Graham. a youth nominee of the general council of the tired the absence of her purse.
nation shown an every move.
mitolonaries in Germany.
about 20 years old, confesaed the American Bar association for the ofillire
She immediately noticed the polea
PRESBYTERIANS IN HOT, TILT.
flitiAN IN NEW ENGLAND.
crime to her on the night of the of preeldant for the next year. At a The porms,was small. sad colored- islet
N IP ST s 1. If. °LISTS BRIDE.
meeting of the cammIttee previoua to
ARNIOUlt.f.11ELD IN TRI at (Asti
murder.
f
Niiskters Withdraw Fob Large (-rood-. Hear
She said Graham came to her Gse general eassion the following slate
--Him
F.ves7
at
PACKERS IN SECRET REaefON
tad FInds Finney. Asleep and Dragerta
toeing Vote foe Fitton.
house to wash his hands, and when was named; sad which_Will be acted
Packers Agree. to File tettlaette
P01*,
Poi
titm for Old Seresatworr
she observed blood- nn Van, he---xatdRequires! in Ntisopouri.
Confer With Agricultural Officiate Also
KuozvIlle. T. utn , Sept. I - --Knox
Ptesident- Alton B. Parker, New
he had just killed a fellow by the
lathed,
. for Produ.Is.
New Haven. Conn., Sept 1,-The
Rockford, I . Sept. 1.-Just before
rule preehytery of the Canfberland
name of Bass. She said lie told her York.
Jefferson City, Mo.. Sept. 1.-- The
visit of Wm. 3. Bryan to Connectient
he was about to leave today for Freebeen
iron
had
rod
and
Presbyterian church, In session near
Seeretary-.P. P." ilIckley.
he used an
ArmourWashington Sept 1.--A secret conPacking company and Artoday must have stiongly reminde I
port, where he was to have been marManville, Tenn., by a vote of 21 to
trying to get the fellow's money more. Md.
ferenee Is being held here by represent
him of the strenuous days during his mour & Co., of Chicago, after askried tonight to Mime Vivian Weinto
away from him for two clays. She
exciting
after
Treasu.Nr-Frederik E. Wadhanis.
an
It
debate, decided
ing
yesterday
to
advt.a of the packers and officials of
file modified antipresidential campaigns for he delivWillIam Bitscke received a itle•Aiste to
said ii"told her he got the fellow Albany, N. Y.
to join in the union with the Presbythe Agricultural department to deterered four addressee, each of consider- trust affidavits with the secretors
the *Heet that he needn't take tho
drunk and tried to induce him to
terian (hutch. One congregation atlibrerutives-Committee---Charlee Mon
of
state
and
being
refused,
labels
what
mine
agreed
able length. attended two receptions
will be satisfartor3
sleep on flle ground near Sixth and roe, Los Angeles. Cal.: Rilph Brecktrouble to gar as Mies Weinhold had
tempted to withdraw, h;t the delegetti
under the law, Tins conference Is beand was the center of hand-shaking today with the state department to
'Ferrell streets-and when Rase re- enridge, Omaha. Koh.: -Rome. G.
been married in Dubuque-in William
was denied this authority. Two minfile
affidavits
in
regular
form
and
hind
closed
Melvin,
doors
with
Dr.
beet;
wheneYer hts admirers could
him senseless Brown, Minneapolis: Walter G. Smith.
belled he knocked
F. Gleason, an Bilif sweetheart. It In
isters Rev. M. a.. Sloop. of. Athena.chief of the toireallsof animal Industry.
reach him. Everywhere he was heart- accompany the-m with an explanato- learnea (that
with an Iron mit and then beat ou' Philadelphia: Charlas.F._ Libby, Portwhen Vitae Mannhold
and Rev, George Boatmae. of Woodacting as bouncer. Thessaorecy obily received although there wan lb ry letter that the affidavits were sub- was an
his brains. He thought Bass was land. Me.
Rocaford one day last
lawn. Tenn., witrdrew from Vie presject
to
The
decisions
of
United-Stat
es
served. the determination of the packsence of street demonstrations both
dead, bat added that it Bass was
bytery as anon as the cote was anMessrs. Hinettley and Wadhants "are
courts In anti-trust prot4edings now she called at t.he- home. of ber_tlae.•e
ers to -- guae the nubile from the.•
bare and In Bridgeport, His audiences
still alive he soon would
the presont secretary and treasurer.
nounced
pending against them In Arkansas, at S a, ne end found that he Was still
confidence and tbeaco-ofieration of the
however, at times were wildly enexhibited $45, she said, which respectively.
slumbering. 11 fo -belleved Wes WeinTennessee and Chicago
officials of the agricultural departthusiastic, especially at the noon lunch
he had taken from the murdered
*hold didn't (link a inaii should be
The execulive committee -recomSHOT
HEAD
AWAY
ment In withholding the formulas
eon here.
man
asleep at that hour. and that, this
mended in Its report that a two-thirds
RE
T(Y1.‘1,10)55.
Reed In the preparation of articles of
caused the estrangement.
A shanty-boatman told of seeing vote be necessars-- for the -approval of
Stood Talking Over the TeleShe
As
food have created mush sonaern here.
ELOPER WITH .1 %PANES!: No
the two together on the night of the any legislature and only after the re
ptionem Tens of Trateray,
Ifope That Stranded Liner Will
murder, and evidence of their asso- port of a committee
has invest.INPINEeE DEALERS.
It.. It...leased le Held Out.
28
Quakes in Two Weeks.
ciation preceding the crime has been igated the subject.
City, Ind.. Sept. 1.-Mts Hans Away to Be Wedded When
Clay
Berlin, Sept. 1.-- The ,weekly
accumulating since.
Match lo Orono...it by Parents.
Honolulu. Sept
1.- That the Convicted by Court in Alaiaaa
Catherine C. Crese was instantly
earthrake report of the geophysical
ASYLUM.
EI.OIN
AT
tit-ICH*:
THE
steamship Manchuria, stranded near
Graham
Poaching.
police.
According to the
discharge
killed
the
today
of
by
a
institute of Geottingen university
Rockford, III., Sept. 1.- Hantaro the Island of Oahu, may beimme
had a bad reputation, has heed ara
shotgun
tore
which
back
away
of
the
shrove that there were eight earthCanda,.a native of Japan, was mar- total logs is indicated by the
Washington, Sept. 1.-- The derested before and a warrant has Chicago Patient Ends Life by Hangstatequakes last week and twenty the pre- her head. She was at the telephone ried here today to Miss Luella Emon,
ment of Captain John Metcalf, rep- partment of justice today received a
been sworn out, charging him with
ing Himself With a Sheet
In
and
front
iletrument
fell
of
the
letvious week. These figures are the
of Madison, Wis. Miss Emon Is an reeenting Lloyds. and Captain A. F. telegram dated Weldez.
hoegebreaktng.
Alaska, to
ting the receiver fall. Her eight-yearhighearever reeorded
American girl and became Infatuated Pillebury, for the San
r . Sept. 1.-Efartoto ZanFrancisco the effect that the six Japanese were
o'd eon said that his mother took the
with her Oriental lover while he was Board of Marine underwriters,
MEAT HAD, TROOPS NEAR RUA, tnIne sa Chicago Inmate of the Northwho convicted of attempting to kill fur
gun from him and went into thelintnce.
Warning to Russia.
student at the ttniversi‘ji of Wis- have examined the craft. They
X
ern Mallets Insane asylum, committed
ar- seals on St. Paul's Island. Five othHe said that he was Inat room a-ben
St. Petersburg., Sept. I -The womconsin. The parents of the bride op- rived here yesterday and
ers pleaded guilty. The case of anafter
coinTainted mit-1de early today by bengIng himRefeblar% Object Lentils' I,,
herself but later declared the,
an who assa.sainatad General Min still she shot
posed the marriage: so the couple ing aShore from the
wreceed boa: other was before jury. When these
self with a bed sheet.
Food and Win Their Point.
when the shot was stole
the
was
yard
In
he
refuses to disclose bier identity but
*way. CB Rockford to be mar- declined to say that ultimate success men were captured five
others were
she admit, her passport is false and fired and went Inside and found his ried. The groom is engaged In busi- In salving. operations could
be -ex- killed.
Sept. 1.--Tainted
Indianapolis,
Do Not Want to Reform.
mother
deld.
ness in Milwaukee. He will return to pected.
has warned her, jailers that St, Peters.
meat delivered at the camp of reguLondon, Sept. 1.--The Mail's corhis native land with his bride in the
burg Ia on the eve of a Series of ease.,
LADY BANNERMAN DEAD.
near
Harrison
Benjamin
Port
lars at
respondent at Teheran asserts that
CHICKEN THIEVES
near future,
or ter,00t•tr,
BURN4 WERE FATAL.
1/ caused a rain this morning when the bulk of the population le °Moine
Wife of British Premier Meets 'End
rations were issued to the soldiers ettong And united realstance to al'
Ilssassinate 1.'armer it. Montgomery
Alsd Children Who Tried to Light
in Bohemia.
County.
The regulars demanded that the meat attempts at reform on the part of hi
Eire With (III Died.
Matienbati. it..hetnia, .Sept. 1
he taken from the camp at once. A l'ghtenorl leaders of the government
Salyersville. Ky., Sept. I.-Alva
Lady Campbell-Bannerman wife of
hoard -of-inspection was appointed and
Fair tonight and Sunday folMontgomery, farmer of Montgomerj
Detroit, Mich., Seat. 1.- - Anita the British premier, Sir Henry CampBy the consent of t
people
recoMmeaded -that Only a part of the
Warsaw Pollee Active,
lowed Sunday by showers In
-ounty, was called to the door of hat
. of Paducah, Tin' Sun
and Blanche Ignaalak. aged 13 and bell-Bannerman, died today. She lout
meat be thrown away, as the rest, It
Warsaw. Sept. 1.-The
as.
West portion. The horneet temhome by two men who opened flit..
etfrelation in the
city
lames*
4 years reapectifully,who.were fright- been an invalid for years. Lady
held. was. good. Thin report was ter slated by thinps this evening Orperature reached today Was WO
The first abet wounded him and the
and county.
fully burned earlier In the day by the Campbell-Bannerman was Miss CharThe average tot
f-om satisfactory, alai there was eon- gelsised a strong- petrol and searched
.'basal the lowest was 70.
second blew out Ists brains, caesing
was
1152
explosion of an oil can which, they lotte Bruce, daughter of the Into
July
a
day.
sidereal* faiaruMring over it, :but twetteet railway ears. calla and
Lake/h. Montgomeryat aettejil
were -using ta
Abe-isitelseit Sr. Get Sir aliteles Wailes She was marGeneext-fietter ordered it
ti..4reSed
Hurstre.le of persons were
Offset elilekeut thieves le thought to
at their home in West Wyandotte. ried to Sir Henry Cartipbell-Bassuer.
n R 77,--w
rsits.
arrested
be
les.t.

Warrant For Person By That Name Is
Based on Affidavit of Woman
To Confession.
.0

IS NOT YET POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED'

•

Certain Mtorneys Are Involved In
Wreck of the Real Estate Trust.

PURSE LIFTED

MORMON

a

NELSON-GANS

4

'I •

JUDGE PARKER

•

•

anti,

of

•
•
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the Kentucky tANOTHER SHUT-OUT
TONIGHT FOR THE INDIANS

NEws

KENTuogy tEST BE LABELED
BEFORE SHIPPED

An Eye Class fur ParticulPeople

Court of Appemes.
PEERLESS ONE PIECE
Num': Utah Nmuthea
Jaeksoeville Wins By Score Frankfort, .Ky., _Sept. 1.---F0.,ov- Canned Goods in Stock
Caning are the appearances and contlioied
of One to Nothing.
cases for the ftrst four districts.
not Be Inspected.
First judicial district, the Hon. R.
J. Bugg, judge. Tuesdej, Nov. 13,
vs.
Mattoon Tjt,i.tfte From Vbateettes. 1906.-- Woodmen of the World
After October Firm
Packera Will
Walters, Fulton; Abernathy & Pineend Ilse's. Suffers Severe
Have to Take chances With
Meyer-Bridges
Culler and Spice
gar vs.
Shutuut.
Present Supply.
Co. Fulton:, Bryant vs. Rash, etc..
PAL ANS SNUC-FiTTINC, COMFORT
AND SECURITY.
Hickman; Covington Bruits
& Cu,
etc., vs. Jordan. etc., Hickman; HillST.ININING IN KITTY LEAGUE.
FOUN GREAT /CTS OF
eery, etc., vs. Wilson, Carlisle; Hal- SECRETARY LAI'S 1)4)W\ LAW
Tin vs. Oliver, Ballard; Dorris vs.
nurnor,
Warford, Ballard; Key vs. Usher, Berryhill vs. Holland. Nicholson trustee
Stage Pictures,
PEERLESS ONE PIECE
Team Seesdlag.
Washington, O. C., Sept. I.-- SecClubs—
Pet. vs. Nicholson, etc. CoutInentil Fire retary Wilsoe -assured the represen
.W.
L
Vincennes
Er- tatives of the meat packing int.
711 41 .59S Insurance Co. vs. Stnnetop &
Cairo
65) 54 .(04e win vs. Alien. etc., Ward. etc., vs. eats of the country, with WhOM be
Jacksonville
62 55 .530 Brand, etc., Groves.
continued Ali conference today, that
The memorable scenes of this play inSecond judicial district, the Hon. he had no authority to extend bePADUCAH
56
61 .4/4114
clude the celebrated reproduction
.
.
W. M. Reed. judge- -Served
of Ch:cago's lemons
tazivilie
5. 61;
Lees yond the first of October, the remManufacturing Co. ve.-.rWashburn. it:if of labels on
Mattoon
2
47
canned geods or
Marshall; Loos's exor. vs. Owen, city other meat products.
Saco le PERFIEOT POWTION
of Fedi:cab vs. Jones, etc., Paducah
Yeatenlay's Resulta.
Two great comic character hits and •
He told the packers flatly that they
FOR LENSES.
temarkable cast by a strong company.
Packing Co. vs. J. T. Polk Co., Prince must be prepared on that date to
Jar kimonvide, 1, l'adtush, 44.
No lothe V'ttlel not wabbly parts.
Priors: Matinee—Children to cents,
vs, Illinois Central ft. R. Co., Harper properly label their goods or the,
Mattoon, 3; %lot:eerier+. 2.
Ciean, light, sanitary, neat aid tenet'
adults en cents.
re. Illinois Central R. R. Co., Ford's would not be permitted to send tb.
Danville, 2, Cairo,
seicuous. Made all of one piece of Mold.
Night, asc, 55c, soc and 75c.
admitestrator Ts. Paducah City Ry.. through the channels of interstate
Robertson vs. Clark, sartts vs. Sebas- commerce.
Today's Schedule.
KAMEN! A.NiD MIGHT.
The question was raised as to the
tian, Allison's exors. vs. Idelity MuPaducah at Jacksonville.
11...sainor flay)
tual Life Insurance Co., of Philadel- status of goods now on the shelves
Cairo at Danville.
Vincennes at Mattoon.
phia. Pa., CathY vs. Rebkopt. Mc- of wholesale and retail merchants of
the country. The secretary said it was
Cracken.
Sept. 1.-- The InThird judicial district, the Hon. manifestly Impossible for the govdia:Is lo-t in the seventh inning yes- Thomas P. Cook,
judge--Thognsorton ernment to inspect them and that the
terday by Lotehaw's double and Ben's vs. Grigsby's admr ,
Optical Headquarters of Paducah.
Trigg; McClet- owners or holders.sof the foods, he
single, The game was a pitchers' bat- Isere mime vs.
suggested
,
would
have
to
their
take
Troendis. etc., tuitrie
coak) E3rotmdway.,
Open Basturs.lety
chanellbron pelting them. tle and one of the Peal games seen vs same, commonwealth
of Kentucky,
IFIXA
MINED
FREE.
on the home grounds this season.
One thing was certain, they could
by etc., vs. Cumberland Telegraph and
not
be
shipped
The score:
from
one
state
anto
R H Z Telephone Co., Idarques. vs. Ladd,
other,The law, however, does not
Jachsonvir.o
• 1 3 2 etc., Crabtree vs. Sisk.
Radford vs.
prohibit their sale wifFre they happen
lucab
o 2 2 Ftsdford, Christian: Board of
Edu- new
to be.
Batteries- levet and Helt; Wright cation of
A Yankee Doodle Comedy in four
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2 4 0 Co., Caldwell:
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Flatteries- Afoot,- and Johnstone; R. R.
Co. vs. Brown, Daniel anyone In their preparati
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F'airell and Chenault.
Coal Co. vs. Leak, by etc., asi:ey vs.
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confine their businees
ing for.
(Ulm Shut Out.
Rrooks, Hopkins.
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campaign against 1141 lie advertising CHINA TO MIMI
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Batteries-- liolycross ,and
haws on sale hatuolay Va.
Ott. Recently
all the billboards in the rite
Woodrine tend Quelsser.
have displayed in different sizes the Government I.:triaged to Make Plan.
to End It in Ten Venn.
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NOTICE.
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Washington
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pictures which advertise Patent pressing
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medicines, were of heroic size and
at- vices which have reached the state
Tense avenue
t raeted general attention
Cam plaint department, show that drastic meas604-3—Roberts, N. F., res. H.owas mode to Mayor Meacham by
ures to accomplish this end are unnumkleville road.
National League.
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erous citizen.' that thee, pictures
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604-1--Stanley, Mrs Robert., res.,
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mayor, 000 a year out pf the
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a look at them, took the upon
548—Kentucky theater, N. Fifth.
opium ImPorted into China, and
Livingston.
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res., Husband teries—Ric:hie and Donovan, Antes that the woman's form must
be hidden ported China contemplated 6atering
and Smith.
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an agreement with India to diminish
or he would proceed
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bite Other conitnodities telephone
St Louis, 7. Pittsburg, 7. Batter- the
courts under the city ordinance annually the Import of opium Into
service should be paid for according ies -Rboadee, Higgins and Marshall, The
China so that the traffic will cease
company promptly posted sheets
In ten years An imperial edict Is exte les worth and value.
Ilaneke, Willis and Pietz.
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portions pected condemning the use of °MWe have in the city over 3,000
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Boston, 5. Batteries of the girl In
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subscribers or five times as many as --Pastorlus, Eason and Ritter;
for- her heed and toes are
visible. The in the government servlee of opium
the todependent company; outside net and O'Neil.
eaters The edict will also ordef in
mayor ordered the police to watch
out
the city and within the county we
annual reduction In -poppy cultival
for any Improper posters or
pictures
have 53 times as many subscribers as
tion,stwith the Industry to be prohib'Ameriran League.
,exhibited or distributed in the
city ited at the end of ten
the Independent company. Yet we
Cleveland, 4: Chicago, S. Ratter- and
years.
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any
violations to Itint.
will place a telephone in your resi- tea--.More, Townsend
and Bernie;
dent* at the same rate the independ- Altrock, Owen
ISATE LAW TO RAISE CHAR(7E.
and Sullivan.
(Innepulimory ledoratkm._
ent company, is supposed to charge,
Boston, ; Philadelphia, 1.
BatLouisville, Sept. 1. --.1"nder the Railroad*
sad provide in addition, long dist- teriee--G
at Reslifido Agree to lonesome
laze and E. Carrigan; Wadterms of
court law the
•nce facilities elech will enable you dell.
Price of Switching.
Cunningham and Schreck.
e
regu;ation ot truants from school is
to reach fifty million people from
Detroit.
M. Louis, 1. flatteries given to the Judge
Buffalo, Sept.. 1 - The freight
of that court, and
your home .
-- Mullin, Schmidt and Payne; How- it le
stated that when- the school term switching chargelin and around BufCall 300 for further Information.
ell. Jacobson and Rickey.
begins a ri-'d enforcement of this law falo is to be Increased from $1.50 to
EAST .TENNF.SSEE. TELEPHONE
New York, 7; Warthington, 5. Bat- will
IN
be begun. It Is thought neces- $2 'a car an interotange businedm, a
COMPANY.
teries- --Cheshro and '.•leGuire, Fault- sary
to take this action because of the reaelt, It is said, of the new federal
kenberg and Warner.
fact that there are said to fie 10,1100 rate law. The New York Central and
Rettra traneportatioa turpiphe4 trw
N rein to Contrecones.
the Erie cootrel the greater part of
New York 250;
If desired atter a fair trial. Steady waft
Washington, 5
Ndren In Louisville of proper age
rusrantem.1 to competent woolsack'.
Rids will be reeved at the office
the far:Otis* for interchange switchModern
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-Mayffeld, Ky.,
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-combined sanitary and storm water
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Sunday
letving terminate at Sleek Ro
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morning iteut before day some
sewers, in the city
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Havana, Sept. 1. - The crisis Is
Mr. Thomas says there were seven
every bid.
ter sae anoider Termemes.
The city reserves the right to re- tective WIII Baker, will t4 &miss- or eight shots fired near the house fast approaching and It is believed a
ed. He owes $5 and interest on a
decisive
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between
the
InsurJost before the bullet passed through
ject any ond all bide
note. He was charged with a felony
gents and loyal troops will be fo:.:1tht
the window into his room.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
In the near future. General Guerra,
butt
no
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couird
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Paducah, Ky.. August 4, 1506.
the insurgent leader, In Pinar del Rio
against him.
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Long Trip for mild.
province, apparently Is determined to
Bettie
Hargis, seven years old, give battle to the government troops. Telephones: Office, jfie; Residence. Pi
The Texas Wonder.
Wyoming "Stands Pat."
Qut paying rent Let us build the home: you
reached Jaurex, Mexico, yesterday, which he has so far purposely avoldel
Cures all kidney, bladder and rheupay for it as yru
Camper. Wyo., Sept. 1.—The ticket having
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice
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Your arc particular about your
hat. Your gloves must fit as gloves
should fit.
How about your eye glass?
AN EYE GLASS SHOULD FIT
LIKE A GLOVE.
It should mould itself to the
anatomy of the nose—hold the
lenses accurately and securely before the eyes. It should be completely secure, inconspicuous and
neat. 1he "Peerless Eye Glass" is
the only cye glass that will do all
this. '
The Peerless One Piece Mounting has neither icrews n)r joints.
Its clean, smcoth surface hugs the
nose ,with comfort, security and
neatness.

On the Bridge
at Midnight
Mt,

Odd Characters,
of a Big d(y

JAtil INIFE DRAW BRIDGE

, The
Peerless
Eye
Glass
Seems

Does Your Eye Glass Fit
Like This?

to be a
Part of
The Face

tie

Not,
Something

er-4
Steinfeld Optical Co.
Hung
Theretu
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KING OF
TRAMPS

DON'T BE FOOLED

FUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS

A

Musical Singing and Dancing
Specialties.

Beer is being served
without the label. If
you want the genuine
BELVEDERE, the
master brew,look for
the label. It's on
every bottle. .•

ORCHESTRA
BAND
--PR IC 3--

TH BIG LEAGUES

ThePaducah Brewery Company
titronIz

in,

WANTED!

HARNESS MAKERS, COLLAR
MAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
MACHINE OPERATORS
AND CUTTERS

Uhe

LENOX HOTEL
BUFFALO

OPEN SHOPS

ANTA
L-M1
DY
8

,

BRAN L. wEIL & cc
INSURANCE.

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

McCracken Real Estate 0 Mortgage Co.

1
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resided the Cimino. -la Hie-parte were
when, t°' tug -self. we tuna
efforts to alleviating theeDretssere of Misses Camille Legeae, Emma C:at Pain on others, that tbe really beau- Iecker, Lennie Wailes, Ruby Daniell
! tifttd in character is seen.
• . and Meters. Cherie% Rottgering, Jos
The Charity club, the Home of the Roof. Thomas Veetson, Lonnie Vail
Friendless, and those religious or- and Gus and Paul Legettv.
M.I!MIES trIA It B' N
IN
ItItl•ACH ttle PII0MISE 51.711'.
; Itanlaatione of women, among the
Lit rompliment to Miss AlteeStr
!churches, express the side of charac- a limited number of the younger so
e ' ter, which is the foundation of all of Cairo, Mrs. W. C. Kidd ewe:eters-II
Cairo, le.. Eva, Bauer, Ca.eile Grif- other eidee, just as morality always iety folk
at 'her herne on Weet Broad thlie.11 $21.000
DisiVait's -VItains1
fith, Neetr Hatfield. '141) Hobean and t underlies all other prigelples of truth was Monday
evereng It was a pleasl'enneseee Millitivaire, Then
Messrs. Zech Hayes, Will Rinkioff. It the club life of Paducah did not ant evening with
varied diventioas
Lost It in New Trial.
Roy Prather, G-y Martin, Will Henné. Include these organizations, it would Refreshments sete
se: vest.
burger. Charles ttieke. Henry Hennaean that Paducah -women have no
The recital given bi Prof. Harry
burger, Tom Cobourn, Hews Cave, ots. thoughts but personal and
Gilbert at Slay- field Tuesday evening
Wile Rudy, Ned Asbbrook and James steins ones. It would mean, in its was largely
Chicago, Ili Sept. 1.- Lola Wa1attended and decided le enker, chorus girl, artists' model sad
ultimate oneequence, the decay and
Wheeler.
10)ed. The church (hole assisted and
church worker, and a recent plainfall of wh
little of worth there soles were
sung by Mr. Riehaard
tiff in a $5(1,000 suit for breast of
was
in
*rafters.
their
haa IFeltstic Dimmer.
Scott. of the city, and Mrs. Winfrey.
promise against Col. Dick Edwards,
The Charity eitb is active In the.
A delightful 6 o'clock dinner wee
; of Mayeed.
millionaire resident of Union City.
winter when unse sh efforts moat!
given Tuesday eeening by- His. M. H.
,._ In comp:Intent to Mips Mettle ElTeum, has been secretly married to!
, are needed. All the
ar round the l
Holt, of Jackson, Tenn . who ie visitIrving, complimentary to Mrs. _ElisaGeorge D. Liefersuan, her star wit- ;
I Home of the Friendies
' which
Is
lug Mrs. 011ie Elliott, of North Sixth
beth De4nburg and Miss MarniaSne!less, it was learned this afternoon.
managed by an organise
of wostreet, a number of young people The ceremony
der. of Cincinnati Covers were laid men,
was performed Moomakes an appreciable ttempt
Mon- ,
gave a supper at the park Monday' day night
(Cr twenty-four. After ' the dinner to make
at the )(sung man's home.
"life's burden" easier, and
Inuele s as an enjoyable teature of the the different reirtrious societies c- ; evening. Theze were eighteen in tits. 3442 West Sixty-third street.
*visaing. Gueets of the dinner were: complish in an unostentatious was party *
M Las Walker was awarded $2 1.000
Miss Elisabeth Miller and Miss En- damage* against the millionaire,
Mr. and Mrs. James Convey. Mr. mad ; those victories of peace which do not ;
Mrs. James Lally. Mr. and Mrs. J. H. receive the monuruents they de; niçe Qsratees entertained elsesaay *Tee whom she cnarged with tkkrug her
in delightfully with a 6 o'clock din- to New York under pretense of MIR
Snyder aid -Misses: Ce-nnie Miller, Etts serve.
Heesler, ?Santee Duval. Mary Mur- If I can stop one heart from break- ; nor In honor of Miss Jesse Guarteto rlage and deserting her. A new trial
; and Mr. Lloyd Piseele Afterward thel however, was ordered, and she tailed
gentle and Mrs. Mary Kelly, and
fag.
parts. %heel numbered 20, attended I to get her $21 600,
Mews. Felix and Charlie Werth,
I shall not live in vain.
Pau: Dun. Harr) Snyder, (Lay If I can ease one life the aching,
; tte theater.
Miss Elea Beeketibeith entertained I
bourne Irving ante-Andy littnter
Or cool one pain,
If some 9,1 as ao:d mutate of ourIWdnesday afternoon with a boatine thooghts flu. o.ffm‘
-*Or help one fainting robin,
c),party la compliment to Miss Be'
l'nto his nest again,
Charity flab.
of Naashville. Teen.. and Mr. Reel
It seemed appropriate to reserve I shall not live in vain.
-unknown
Raman, of Columbia Teen The after
until the last, a review of the Charimien was,plaasuintly spent on the water
ty club and kindred organizations,
Noteri.
Miss Ruble Waiters was niettried te
that the desi-err of these reviews
Lae Sunday a (am ey reunion was me J. Neeolliehern by the Rev. T. .1
n1gt1 be sersed In conventional orhe d bs the sinscier finney at the old ;Newell at the Methodist parsonage
.
house in the St John tieetion:R o'clock Moday morning. Both youne
There are clubs In the city whist Snyder
honor of Mrs. Ellis- people reside on the Cairo. road a few
have not been menttoned. Not be- of the county. in
Dasenbruois aril Miss Mamie reees tiesmasce citybeth
cause they have not merit, but bedelightful
mees
Joseph Fettle- and Jams s
causethey do not differ radically Sno tier. of Cimennat.. A
of tho e Luttrell gave a dance at the park pa
families
day
was
The
spent.
from those that have been reviewed.
It has been attemptedtto estimate the present were: Mews. Louis Petter, I villIon Tnesda) evening whieh ss
Character of Paducah women as man- James Conroe. Phil Obberhouser. J. H. mutt enjoyed from the delight
ifested in their club life, and thus Reeder, William Snyder. Henry Settaf-I cool weather.
Friday eke liat for
far we have observedjhe intellectual for. Berniard Snyder, Charles &pith
- -•-ektit's &mew to tar given •
and social sides -to their characters.' sad 11114T 41,41146.•Mieses Mary and Kate Morrlsoo evening was opened fur :narking
It is, in unselfishness that men and
women manifest characters, which gave a espper at the park Monday Rock's shoe store,
are worth while. The pursuit of per- evening for the pleasure of a few ,
sonal culture Is valuable and social' friends. After the supper, esbieb 1114
Summer resorts send us all home
III.Pr(011r•P s necessary, but it in spread reader the Creel. the party- at- I eatianee .wfth Isom,. comforts.

CHORUS GIRL

The Week In Society.
"I love you dear."
There is no phrase so worn and old
In all the world nor sae se sweet
To lover's lips or maiden's ear
As this refrain "I love you dear."

9

"I love you dear."
There is no changpefeas time goes on
No new words see to mean so much
As when ehey're uttered fondly near
In trembling tones, "I love you
dear."
"I love you dear."
No' night so dark, no day so long
But hope brings comfort to the heart
-If only "some one" standeth near
To murmur low "I love you dear."
-Selected.
Itiothilay r'srtY•
Moods) eveniag Miss Nellie Broyles
and Miss Hattie Hicks entertained
their !Heads with • party In honor of
btrthda at the home of Mae
Broyles. on North Sixth street. The
evening was delightfuey spent In
games and other amiesetnents.
frestments were served.
Dinner Party.
Covers were laid for eight at a dinner given Tueseiss evening by Mrs. W.
tC. Kidd for her visitor Miase Allee
Strong. of Cairo. The table was decorated In pink and the dinner was its
five courses, The party Included:
Missee Alice Strong. Cairo,
Kate
Were, Majleal., Ks.: Rosebud HobIon; Messrs. Zech Hayes, Guy _Martin,
Tom Coburn and Clay Kidd.
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Subscribe for THE SUN and. get the news
while it is news.

School Book Lists Now Ready?

Laws Patty,
Miss Katherine Winfree entertained
Moedee evening at her home. Twelfth
and Jefferson streets.
,for tbe pleasure
of her guest, Miss Mary He!, of Louisville. The evening was enjoted with
music and progressive conversation.
Those present were
Misses Mar'
Barrieman, Kate Beyer, Sarye Penn.
and Messrs. George Rock, T. H. Mc- geoggegomgmmemooMmimek;
Vain', New Mexico; Jeff Bell. El Paso.
Tax; C. 1, Chambers, Joe Elirk. 0
Robertson, E T. Carther. W. ''in free and Mr. and ;Mrs. Roy Ballowee
-etreOmmert.
With a program of Prof. Harry Gilbert, Mimes Anne Bradsbaw
lereyfuss and Mrs. D. M. F.°, lie:
Metiers. Evert Thompson;Robert Fisher, Robert Scott, Richard Scott
'
leurniett Dagby. the farewell con,.
given for Prof. Gilbert was ensured a
success, and in the execution that
promise was kept to the letter. It
was a musical trial In every Mae of
the word and the large and representative audi nce which beard it leer
after voting by their applause that it
dietilletlY was Lbe musical event of the
season. Much credit is dee the is-,
who made it possible.

Call for the Blue Book Lists and gets your school
hooks early. If you should buy something not
needed we will exchange Or refund money.

D. E. Wilson at Harbour's Book Department
rt=refelleellii••1116110

THE OLD RELIABLE ST.BERNARD COAL

V

NONE SUPERIOR

REDUCED IN PRICE THIS MONTH
St. Bernard Lump Coal
St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from car

-

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL

For Visitor.
In compliment to -Miss Ma) it
Beaumont. MISS Rice Bele, ,
tallied at her home on Neeth Rig
street eVedesesday seen leg
Danville
was the feature of Use evening. The
refreshments were apropos to the dIversion
Among those invited were
pre,e-nt: Menne May Blossom Bean- I
Strong,

12c Bushel
11c Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

LIKE ST. BERNARD

Place Your Orders Now

ST. BERNARD GOAL GO.
JOE T. BISHOP, Manager.

Both Phones 75

A GREAT SEPTEMBER SALE 01- AUTUMN MERCHANDISE
We couldn't tell you half. If you'd know you must come to see. Mr. and Mrs. Harbour will he home from New York City this week.
They write us their _oppOrtunities have been great and their purchases have been large. Never before have they -made such splendid
preparations for autumn selling. Already their purchases are ar.r.wmg-and much that is new will be on--display this week.

4.

RIG REDUCTION AND CLEAN UP
PRItlES,

Cleaning up all Waist Dress Goods
-Remnants at half price and less.

10c Lewes, (lean up price 4c a
yard.
Ile Lawns, clean up price 5c a yard

WOOL DWI% GOODS.

litroe Lawns, clean up price , 7 c a
yard.
Ginghams,
Dices
lt0c Southern
clean up price ese
25c Dress Gingham, clean up price
idic.
16c yard, yard Madras, clean up
price 8%e.
6c Brown Domestic, clean up price
.
Sc,
Soft threshed }reached Domestic, ec.
7c, 7 esc and e 1-3c a yard.
Calicos. S 3ec to 5c a yard.
Comfort Calicoes Sc a yard.
Snow White Cotton Battings 9c a
rel. Tip Top Cotton Batting 8 r a
roll.
10e Outing, clean tip price 7e yard
Mercerised Satins, eleatti lie
price he yard•

Cleaning up heaps and piles of Wool
Dress Goods Remnants, half price
and less. The lengths range from 1
1
yard to about 5 yards.

NEws ABOUT orn DREMS GOODS
DF.PARTMF1NT.
Each day finds new wonders. new
opportunities for saving money in our
Wool Dress Goods Department.
Prices range 16e, l7Yae, lit c,
25e, 27 1,4e, 28c, 3:sc, 31k. 49e, and
50c, 'fite, 65c. 75c, 71k, 11. and up.
WOMEN'S SHIRTWAIST DRESSES
AND FASHIONABLE ETON
Dainty, pretty ewe-visite. It is the
greatest money saving opportunity
ever plaeed before the women of PRdlielth. Some mare of pore Linen,
some made of Union Linen and some
Elaborately
made of White Law"

eiebroidereds si mar
or pm 1T-tailored.
At $1 7.11 now Instead of $5.00.
At $2.e0 now instead of $41.50.
At $173 now instead of $13.50.
WASH SKIRTS !MYER
THAN EVIZI.
made
At 6ec now instead of $1.0
of Blue Covert Cloth.
At 'Re now Instead of $1.25 atel
$1.60, made of White Union Linen.
At $1.50 now Instead of $2.25,
male of Brown Linen and covered
with plaits.
At $1.34) now instead of $2.27s,
eleven gores, made of German Linen,
Blue, ()Teen and ',Men color.
CLEAN UP PRICES
ON WOMEN'S WAISTS.
SOMP $1.4e0 Waists at 21)e.
Some $1.110 \Valets at, 510c.
Some $1.04 Waists at 75e.
Some $1.25 Waists for only Rec.
BOITle $1.26 Waists for only WM.
only $11.011•
S
,, o
) os
$oiy
ete-

AU. HI(iRER PitHISI) WA ism
NOW CARRy CLEAN Fir
l'HIresee.
CLEAN UP isnicEs ON TWO HUNDRED VISCK)1, SKIRTS.
Not a skirt but what has been reduced as much as a dollar. Some
have two dollars and others three drillers taken off of the price. Can fit
most all sites.
NEW AUTUMN SKIRTS.
At $3.75 each, Plaids.
and p:ain colors.

Novelties

At $4.110 each. blue. -brown and
black Mobairs.
At $4.75 each, Stylish Grays
At $5.00 each, blues, grim; and
blacks, made of light weight and
heavy weight Pannmas.
At $5.50 each, a great range of
Panama., beautiful Plaids and Broad•
cloth -effects.
At $6 eu each, swell Gray Novelties,
Black Pawnees and Sardis.
Shadow ("pr.
Nt $7.54) ea, h

Shadow. Proads- and Black Clifton Panamass.
At $8.6s1 and $14.09 each, veryswell Shadow Cheeks, Shadow Plaids,
.Illitek Tolle. and Black Panamas.
BIG REDIN`TION A ND CLEAN CP
PRICES ON MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S 51,11111215,
OXFORD TIES, ETC,
Slipper buying made easy. Call Id°
our printed cut price list. Look It
over carefully, nbeck the prices you
want to pay. Save money.
CLEAN 11' PRICES ON MEN'S
SEITS, PIANISHINOS, ETC.
Men's 2-piece wTtt‘ 95.00. Were
$141.00 - -and $12.50.
Children's Wash Suits e0c. Were
$1.00.
Children's Wnsh Pants 11c. 'Were
25e.
Men's Pants $1.50. *ere $2,0e
and $2.541,
Men's Pants $1 nes. Were $1-50.
Corduroy Knee Pants .2 Sc. Were

Harbour's Depart- ment Store 41

aaga-6 Sampte fiats $1 •aV•

Were

$3.40.
Men's Sample Hate $1.0.0
$2 00.

Were

MOWS
$ 1 . en.

elsmtee

Hats

71)e

Were

Men's
81 00,

Sample

Hats

We

Were

Ifrather Snit Clues $2.94.
$4 00,
Leather Suit Cases $4.98.
$6.50.
Suit Cases $1 00.
Mr-i's Shirts 73e.

•••••-,•••••

Wee,
Were

Went $1 50.

Were $1.910.
Men's Shirts 65e. Were R3c,
elen's Shiite 21)e. Were Vic.

Men's
$2 to,
Men's
$1.50.
Men's
$1.00.
Men's
.7••

Sample Glove* $1 see.- Were
Sample Gloves $1 on

Were

Same e Gloves

75e.

NVer,.

Sample Gloves

rsiee.

e•

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
1111•111111111111111111111

PAM FOES.

IPIEDUCATI EVENTIMI

ttlaw irlaburab Sun.

SATURDAY, 813:1"121t1BEIt I.

honest Bryan te pay the president a
TO WHAT BASE USES.
reitctaitt eoMpliment.
It does not have life enough, that's
Consider
the
calm
manner
offhand
the trouble with your hair! There is
ArrICHNOON AND WEEKLY
In which the Nebraska's speaks of the
wrong with the halo
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. governmental ownership of the great
bulbs. They are slowly stervingi
Then feed them at once! Give them a regular hair-food —Ayers Hair
INCOMPORATILD
trunk linee of theUneedStates, valued
F. Pumas. Presidium
Vigor. It checks failing hair, keeps the scalp healthy and free from dandruff.
at
billions of dollars. No trouble at
oat J. Paxvox. Ormond Manager.
Mittle of it often does great things for the hair and scalp.
n:L•
fec4fie
all to take possession of private PropSUBSCPIIPTION RATES:
•istorod as Uto pootonloo at Paducah, my., se erty In the name of the governmeet•
---Show Paducah's Affairs Are
ollosidolsosmsaaato.)
no difficulty in financing the project.
SUN
DAILY
THE
Growing Larger.
and certainly no possibility of political
By owner, per week— .
.10
By mall. per womb, to advaaas...._—__ .0 corruption and debauchery in the conCIO duct of the government's railroad
By stall. per yaw. in Wyman
.:
THE WEEKLY SUN
t
bustnese. That is the inference to be
Hoepitale
Police
and
Not
So
Busy
RAO
Pa year, by mall postage geld
I. ..
es
gathered from the speech.
Andreas. TBlt SUN,Paducah. Ky.
But Railroads and City Officers
i'
1
1
.i •'—,
It was the conservative element of
Are Rustled.
FY WAS
TaLaruomao 11111
°mew la Smith Third.
.
, ..1;,„ V..,
DOCOVERED Al
twice defeated Bryan
espial Youag Memo sad Now York rIPP- his party that
/MY TIME AND AILS
for preeident. It was this same conpowalativra.
NZ VCR BZEN
EQ(/ALLED
TIM SITS Gan be toiled as Ye tollowhig e.rvative element that rushed back to
:
SALADO!: IS THE
TitleAsIURY
a, 1) .
• I.-*
hint, stampeded by the vision or
pages;
•'
K. IL Clemente Oo
William Randolph Hearst's anarchistic
Yea Culla Bros.
"t,
1:
program.
welcomed
They
Bryan
ae
a
Palatee,pouse.
Following is the report of city
deliverer and found they had escaped
Tho Point "So you don't think you can use my power'
Jobs Wilhelm 'a.
The Editor. "Oh, I don't know. You might just wee if it's big enough
financed made by Auditor Kirkland
anarchy to embrace socialism.
and Treasurer Dorian:
The men, who welcomed Bryan to Near that enema pan* of glass."
Balance August
99,688.47
New York, will not support his candiCollections
4,431
dacy The Democratic preen teeming
UMES OF MUT SaITICES
Total
$104,122.47
SATt*RDAV, sEPTF.MBEH-17— with anticipation for months, already
Diebersernent ..... ..
Peel ed.64
has repudiated his doctrines.
Balance Sept. 1.
1 73,985.83
Bryan is a great men, a good man, a
CIIM'CletTIGN sTATEMENT.
brilliant orator and one of the first
Baptist,
•.2'
—
%%triage Llamas.* bawd.
citizen's.
We weal the United States
August 1 3S:16
FIRST--The Rev. Calvin ThompAugust 17..3888
Livingston. Court.
A total of 33 marriage licensee, 27
Brycitizens
of
with
popalated
were
August 2 .34S
August 18..3874
With the largest docket in several son, pastor. The Rev. E. H. Cun- white and 6 colored, were issued in
August 3_355;1
ningham, pastor of the second church.
August 20..3852 an's character: but he never will be terms, the Livingston
' Alt
county circuit
August.
August 4..3564
August 21..3811 president. and we are glad of it.
court at Smithiand will open Mon- will fill the pulpit at the morning
eerviee.
August 6.,3563
August 22..3834
day. A number of lawyers in the
Riverside Hospital.
Chief Wood, of the fire department.
7..3579
SECOND— The Rev. E. H. CunAugust 23..3833
city have cases which will come in
Awarding to the ceport of the River
August 8 —3916
ningham, pastor. Preaching services
August 24..3844 ears he expects to find the crusade that term
and the opening of circuit
side hospital, last month shows a
August 9..3927
August 25..4220 against heaps Of combustible debris court in
will be held by the Rev. Selzer, from
this city will cause lively
slight
falling off in the number of
alleys
job
hard
a
August 10..3$96
August 27..386.5 in bark yardoemed
work to practice in both courts. At- near Louisville, who was invited here patients received
However, as the
August 11..3951
by th• committee, appointed by the
August 28..3849 The bushman men of Paducah, who torney
C. C. Grassham will leave for
was
unusually
July
an
month
of
art
protege,
Should
property
have
to
August 13..3104
August 29..4327
te correspond
with
Smithiand Monday to file au answer congregation
heavy one, the month of August was
,l1111
1 •
Auguse4e..31.s5
Aegust 30..4339 without further urging and make hie for
ministe,rs
in
view
of
calling
a
pastor
the Iiiino.s Central railroad in
hin
about normal. The report follows:
It seems strange
August 15..3904
August 31..4407 task an easy one
to
succeed the inc.
umbent. whose resthe case of Edrnondi against that
Patients August 1.
13
August 16..389t4
that men, why spend money equiproad. Edmonds was injuted from ,a igiustion will take effect in about-two Private patients received
27
Total
months. The Rev. Setzer comes with
.106,379 ping their bleedings with fire lighting cave-in at a gravel
pit near Grand
City patients
16
Average for August. 1906
is high reputation and is said to be
3940 apparatus and means to prevent the Rivers owned by the railroad.
PROM rtle PITTSBURG COAL CO.
PADUCAH.
—
Ede
2
Average for August, 1905
a pleasing speaker. No doubt large Births
3705 spread of flame', and per out coneid- monds wants $2,000 damages.
— OFFICE 124 BROADWAY
He
TELEPHONES NII 3
Deaths
audiences
inserance.
crab!. sums annually for
will greet him tomorrow
also will file a suit to set aside a
20
Patients September 1
Increase
at his trial sermons.
235 idhould allow paper, and saw dust, pine lien on property
belonging to A.
spenters and all sorts of trash to'ac- Lockhart, praying that the property
Sump Deputy's Report,
Genitals.
Perrionally appeared
before me. cumulate near their premises, where be sold to satisfy his creditors. Mho
L.. Behan, stamp depute. repsee
LUTHERAN— The Rev. A. C. litele September 1 1906. le J. Pax- a eare•sess'y dropped match or the Mettle Browne will go to Smithiand
ters, pastor. Speen-es It the German collectioas for Aougust to have been
tone-Remoter-mutterer of The BUB, torch of the fire fiend might destroy Monday to attend circuit court.
language in the morning. Evening $8.434 lei 924 stamps were issued
who affirm* that the above statement their weslfh In an hour.
services in English.
of the circulation of The Sun for the
In Police (bort.
Building Permits.
EVANGELICAL-- The Rev. WilOfficials of the government experimonth of July, 1906, is true to the
Four offenders faced Police Judge
The city engineer iesued during AuWhen you buy Pittsburg Coal you get mental
liam
stations
Bonrquin.
are
pastor.
the
engaged
Morning
on
subknowledge
and belief.
best of his
E. H. Puryear this morning.
g ist a total of 26 guilding permits,
problem of increasing annual output
bushels, better coal and the most
bigger
J. M. Meson and John Evans, two ject, "Day by Day.•• Evening subject.
PETER PURYEAR.
the prices ranging from 9100 to $7,of the American hen. They are astild- able-bodied men, were presented
"A Life Without a Care."
Notary Public.
for
coal. Every load weighed by a swern
500, for all C:ROSCS of houses bricx
uously studying conditions
under begging on the streets. In one case.
My commession expires January
frame.
and
weigher and certified to be correct. Every
writ, h egg production Is most prolific. Meson was assessed a fine
Methodist.
of $5 and
22, 1998.
McCracken eonnty farmers can furnish costs and Evans $25 and costs, and
BROADWAY— The Rev. T. J.
lump is of superior quality and dug by
Barba remains.
the tip that hens lay most industri- a second case of disorderly 'conduct Newell, pastor. Morning subject
Daily Ilhonglat.
skilled union miners. It holds fire over
Cite Clerk Henry Bailey during Ateously when eggs are cheap.
left open, pending an investigation "Tokens of Approval. "Evening sub"Ever) man is entitled to be called
✓at
issued
burial
35
a
of
total
pernight and it don't clinker. No slate, no
ject: "Gambling, Its Cause and Cbnby the authorities.
self-made who has gained III, pare
mits, five being colored
T9 his majesty, the oyster, king of
Hermann Pugh was fined el and Sequences,"
dirt, no sulphur, no waste and no bad odor
ea life through Menet and Ind .strious
September, we make obeisance. Hal costs for being drunk and J. F WagTRIMBLE STREET— The Rev.
enee
On..,
in the house from burning it. Our Pittsburg
we the weather of a week ago. with ner was lined $15 and costs for cru- W. W. Armstrong, Amor. Preaching
Railroad Reports.
%thief, ts• wiecome the advent of the elty to animals. He is charged wills Morning and mien*.
Coal gives satisfaction and you get value reThe railroads report good business;
lieRYAN IS IMPOSSIBLE.
oy-ster -reason, we might be more KI- beating a horse belonging to John
THIRD STRIDET—Ie The Rev. Pe- in August in all department* . The
ceived for your mone.y. Let us quote you
ArTen will never be president.
ter Fields, pastor. Press-bine morn- fa': trade is brinolag out many drumthuslast
Terrell, the liveryman.
prices.
Iis carefully rehearsed reeeption;
ing and evening.
mers!, end the baggage men have been
ius triumphal noir) into New York;
The czar's advisers are talking and
MECHANICSIWRG
The
court. Noes.
Rev rushed. Several excursions out of Pathe magnifieent denuonstretion of na- thinking constantly of means to paciAddle Crutchfield Was this morning J. W. Cantrell, pastor Morning ser- ducah have surceased the passenger
tional Demoeraey: the cheering thou- fy his people. The czar, no doubt, appointed administrator of the es- vices at 11 o'clock Evening services
traffic and the coal movement has insands, who beard his smut at Madi- would like to change the subject.
tate of Thomas G. Crutchfield. de- at 8 o'clock. Sunday school at 9:15 creased the freight handlings of the
son Seuare (1arden- -all these must be
a. m. Junior Epworth League, 2 p. Illinois Central.
ceased
set down as • tribute to the persocal
Do only those people who are wearGeorge Dawson was this morning m.; Senior Epworth League 7 p. m.
worth of a mode: eitizon. Bryan's ing the button of the 5n,000 club, de- appointed
administrator of Priscilla
129 Arrests.
speech punctured 'his boom even as a sire to see Paducah grow/
Christian.
Powell,
The report of the chief of Po'Iee
Office 126 Broadway. Both Phones No.3
pin prick withers a balloon
•
MECHANICSBURG-- The Rev. I. for August is as follows:
C,onceelei
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, Manager
nothing left trees) but the h..
M. Varble, of Westport, will preach weapons, 3, breach
Suits Filed.
of ordinance. 13,
Irk of his ',retries rhetoric
In
the
morning
when
further
anV. E. Billington today filed suit
breach of peace, 28: disorderly conBryan IS one of the great men of
against
the Me rgent haler-Horton Douncements will be made. All mem- duct, 26: grand larceny. 1: Petty larh is day. In ttome respects he stands
Niontfily Tobacco Report.
Basket and ,Machine company for bers of the congregation are request- ceny, 4; drunk. and disorderly, conwithout a peer. He is a thinker, a
Fie:oven!'
Is the monthly tobacco
$6.000 damages. He was struck by a ed to be present.
duct.
9;
drunkenness.
9.
housebretkman Of probity. conscientious, lofty L. S. DUISKS BUYN (HerPART- log at the log chute on June 27,
TENTH STREET - Sunday school
report in hogeneads of Ed R. Miller,
ing,
indecent
exposure.
1;
peace
NERS
IN DEBOIS. KOLB & CO.
at 9:30 a. m. Communion at 10.45
In his thought and Mims the petty
1906. and injured.
warrant, 1; tremens. -5. mayhem. II local inspector:
tricks of the average politician. He
S. A. Morrison against B G. Wal- a. m.
1906
1905
robbery, 3; suspect, 1; obtaining
Influence for mind In this country Is
lace for $110, a case appealed from
6940
344
money by false pretenses, 2; bettor- Receipts, month
Christian Science Society.
immeasurabe
ills personalty and Well-known Deng Concern Com- quarterly court. The plaineff lost In
5,235 5,714
Mg a 'vicious dog. 2: false swearing, Year
Hall. 527 Broadway. Services Sunvele* have given great impetus 'to The
the lower court.
petes, succeesently In Large
743
I. 'Delicious assault, 1; gaming. 2; Saler, month
395
reform in poieles, for which President
J. M. McKinney against Rebecca day 10:20 a. m. Subject: Subetsure, cruelty to animals.
Territory.
Year
4.482 6.140
3;
malicious
Wednesday.
8
p. m. Penne cordially
Roosevelt slam,s sponsor. He has
Washburn for the 'possession or a
Shipments, month ..
shooting, 2; defrauding a landlady.
62.4
473
invited.
-tamped his Ind.% Idnality on his
strip of ground.
party.
.. . • 4,072 5.341
malicious cutting. 2: sodomy, 1 The Year
Out the MI prers has ruined the party
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intereet of Messrs. Louis and George
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Rev.
David
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Weight
Andrew aumbulig to R. C. Smiley
Bryan never will be president, beStock on hand
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Hospital.
Koey in the firm of DuBois, -Kolb & property
,rector.
Sunday school at 9:.30
cause he is .eet I Democrat, If prinIn the county. el and other
August eas a meet month In the
company. wholessale druggists, and is consideraUons
Sermon and holy communion at 141:45
ciples resent fre anything. What
.
Two Train Wreckers.
hopitals. The railroad hospital renow having articles of incorporation
a.
m.
No
evening
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during
W. H. Bellew to R. ',Massie. propwould the folieleris of 8 party, that
Two men were arrested at Petersports as follows:
drawn for a new company, wtrich wie erty in the county $800.
September.
—once stood for natres rights, and alburg, Ind., charged with caustng a
Patients August 1.
take over the bulginess. effective Sep29
W. H.- Bellew to Guy R. Murphy,
ways has contended for local self-goytrain wreck on the Southern cele
Patients
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tember
100
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Church Notes.
property In the county, $1,600.
ernment. and the least menthes titterway four weeks ago at CarbereY in
Mr. DuBois will have associated
36
The Woman's Home Mission so- Patients discharged
fererwc by the zeneral gevernment
which
fourlives were It,
Deaths
.
with him in the ownership of the firm,
1
ciety of the Trimble Street Methodist
- wIth—local-and indeldual rights, say Mr. George DuBole
and Mr. Allen
church will meet Monday afternoon at
to his advocacy of the government
An Assistant of Nature:
Agree-aft. anti several attaches of tie
3 o'clock with Mrs. C. W. Morrison,
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present firm, tinder the,name of Du110t Northe-Twelfte street.
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of this day
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Bois. Son & Company.
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the great success being achieved by
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osteopathy.
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'Repute' platform' It was Col. Watcure which Is deserving of attractine
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A. A. Collier.
t...eon's vision that Wyatt, freed from
.J. A. Collier, 50 yeses old, died much attention, is not made by this
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Little Variation in That Time is
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suddenly yesterday afternoon at 6 new science, and the more it is studally prosperous. It suceeeded, a few.
Noted and Weather is most
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ied, and the better it Is known, the
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with the nel world civilization, ready
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trouble. This morning Coroner Frank
and the Tate J. 11. Robertson. wile!)
to meet and solve practice! questions
cure.
It was a cruel joke City Physician Eaker went out and held an toque
was founded by Mr. DuBois 25 years
„int 'date.
It is a system of healing built$, upFollowing Is September's e cord Johnston Baits perpetrated, but kind- the verdiet being death by
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the business sagacity and energ:.
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directing It. The firm today has out grees. The warmest month was just the weather for the benefit of Dr. turvived by his wife and two children tions In order to correct
est
disorders
He never will he president. beeteree
Mrs. John Herzog, of thi• city,
eight traveling men, covering a wide 7 degrees higher, and the coldest 3 Rivers when he lost his buzz fan.
hi A and bring about ajatural condition
he has not that exreutive grasp of
degrees
lower, so that the variation
Last week some one entered the step-daughter of the
range of territory, and entering into
deceased
Nearly all diseases yield to the
Notkr.
practical questions te, their relations
active competition with the large drug has been slight. The mercury got up front office of Dr. Horace T. Rivers
All Who wish to participate In the
treatment, and the diseases local to
actual. existing conditions.
as high as 102 degrees September and stole an electric buzz fan. The
J. W. Mummers Infant.
Labor Day parade will -please meet at
house, of St. Louis, Memphis, EvansPaducah do so meet readily.
6, 1899, and down to :16 on the Met fan was going full speed and the
Bryinete ideas are ;all and grand; ville and Louisville
The one-month -old Infant of J. W.
In rheumatism, liver and bowel, John Moore's grocery Monday mornwith marked sueday of the same month, which holds owner was in the next room. So qui- Rumpoue. of
• hp pereles In talking in the eh- Mee
John W.
Masser. died Thursday or stomach troubles, chronic head- ing at 10. o'clock sharp.
the record for extremes. A killing etly did the thief operate that Dr. afternoon and
f. That is where he differs from
was burled yesterday. acbes tired-out, run-down erindl- Clark, Cigerman Hod Carriers' Union
Mr. George DuBois
the son ol frost
No. 2.
has occurred as early as Sep- Rivers facetiously
remarked he The child died of summer complaint. tions, nervousness, its
Roosevelt. whose ''11C4v.b es David B. Mr. L. S. lenitofe, and is just
success hat,
home tember 24.
•
would pay- $20 to learn how it was
Hill sercasticall) termed "emphatic from Philadelphia
been
very
marked.
where ,be completed
Taft Speaks in Maine.
The average precipitation for the done,
contuse& place." which is really a com- a course In the
Notice,
I should like to have you c.aIl to
Philadelphia School of month is 2.87 Inched,
Secretary Taft has consented to
and
it
.
Dr.
Bass
usually
All
took
.the
-onion
fan as a joke.
pliment. because It is @quire:eta to Pharmacy.
barber whops will be discuss your partic tier rase at any
He has _token an active rains on rieven
make a second campaign speech In
days, In 1884, the rain He invited Dr. Rivers to him office closed all day Monday, on act-east of time, and not
calling his remarks "common sense.- inereals the
only will I tell you Maine and will
business of the eld firm amounted to 5.9 inches,
speak at Rockland oh
Gabor Day.
ED.
after
the
S.
fan
while
had
gone
been
In
ZELLER,
several
Fres
It he this difference that has marked doring vacation
frankly what osteopathy will do for
days and bap Mown 188e only .22 of an Inch fell.
September 6, the day after he opens
It bee days and at him directly in front of
Room.v e t
Tote but refer yon to. w,ep-knowis
Career with emcee! and great aptitude
for business,
'the Republican campaign at Bath.
never snowed in September, so over- the machine. Dr. Rivers eujoyed the
Mr Pi T. Bourquin arrived tee's; Paducah people
Bryan's with tileire: that has enabledwhom It has done
Mr. keen Anbcraft is the son-in-law Mate may safely remain
on
a
breeze,
visit
In
but
to
did
recognise
heck.
not
his
the inbrother, the Rev. much for.
Roosevelt to do those things that of Mr L. S.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
DuBois. anti has been
strument and it wege efter several Wflltam 1Bourquin. of South Fifth DR. 0 B. FROAGE, Phone 1407, Myers dose acme sea toe War. Low.sts.
Bryan talks about, and ernipelled the with the firm for
maps
year irbele 'asides Pistil. Bald on Mt
several years.
In the ant's hMille dew Is deluge. good hint*, that ler. Rivera tumbled. street.
Office 618 Broadway, Upstairs.
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thie.eveaing to visit Mrs. J. V. eutiey,
of 517 Jackson street, before returning to Turrell, Ark. .
People and
TIPS.
Miss Mamie Heffeiton return
fiffi34714 Events
night from Lexington, Tenn.,
ere
she has been visiting for the past
week.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
Parties sending In accounts of so-Mrs. Laura Butler and daughter, of you to look about your fire and turua
cial entertainine.ate will please eign Louisville, will arrive in Paducah nest do insurance, as fall and winter are
them, as The San will not publish week to visit her uncle Mr. T. V coming. Remember'the old
and reeonouwalcations sent in thet are not Judd. of 424 South Tenth street.
Friedman.- Insurance Agency.
liable
%kilned.
Mr. Ed Wheeler. [eremite of the r.- °Mee No. 128 South Third street. Of IInote Central tin and pipe fitting
telephone No. 940.
Residence
- Informal Affair.
shops, is seriously ill of nialaria: fe- Phone No. 1581. We represent sonic
1.ast evening Mies Gene Morris enof the oldest and best insurance comver.
tertained informally at tier home on
Mr. W. C. Wagner, supervIspr of panies, which are pay- tag their losses
Madison street, In honor of Miss May
bridges and buildings of the Leone Promptly'. We protect your interests,
Blossom Beaumont, of May-net:1, who
vine division of the Illinois Central, and you better be safe than sorry.
Is her guest. A most delightful evenGive us a call.
is In Paducah on business.
ing was spent by the young people in
Dr. J. T. Gilbert, the osteopath, re
WANTED- At once gOed cook.
dancing and other amusements. Dainty
turned from Memphis this morning. Apply 308 N. 9th St. Flat No. 3.
refreshments were served
to the
Miss Jettie Thomas, of Mingo. arBEATING and nave wood. Prank
guests, who were: Misses May Biosrived this morning to spend the winter Levin, both uhonee 437.
Rom Beaumont, Henri Alleott, Mary In Paducah.
She is visiting Mitt; MilFOR RENT-One side of store
Cave. Florence Loeb, Elsie Hodge.
dred Campbell.
428 Broadway. Phones 1513.
Musa Keller, Nene Hatfield. and
Miss Lillian Leech. of Wing% Is
gbi
FOR SALE- 'Ttlrteen-room house.
Messrs- Ned Ashbrook, John Orme, shopping in
Paducah today
modern
con
Ten
iences.
Tom (Noboru
Old Phone 464
Leo Keller
Charier
Attorney Cecil Reed went to BertRieke, James Wheeler, Henry Hence- ton this morning
WANTED floardets-at 432 Jacke
on business.
lion Friday night. An open social
son street
berger, Will Rinkleff, Guy Martin,
Poadmaster F. L. Thompson. of
will be given at a date to be liked this
- -Harry Singleton and Fred Gillum, of the Louisville
.CLEANING and pressing neatly
LOCAL LINES.
division of the Minot,
nmnth.
done.
James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
Mayfteld.
Central. is in Paducah on business.
-One load of our coal will make
WANT`ED-Positten
by experieneeo
Mile Effie Whit, of Diehestadt, III.,
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
bookkeeper. Address "W." care Sun
Hay Ride.
Is visiting in the city.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416
Bros. Phone 339.
Mrs. L. B. Ragan entertained de---HENT- Two furnished
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have movMrs. P. H. Stewart has returned
-The Sun office is prepared is
rooms. 5th and Jackson. Phone 222
ed their Bower store to 529 Broad- furnJgh the very latest things in en- lightfully last evening with a hay home from a visit in Louisville.
way.
Mrs. George Katterjohn and eon
FREE DIRT-SOU loads, 28 and
graved or printed calling raids ant ride in honor of her house guests.
-Humane °nicer Tom Sanders Invitations of any sort, and is mak- Misses Sadie DeGlopper. Almedn have returned from Louisville.
Adams. 'Phone 1805.
Cosby, Hattie Mann and Mr. Pidthis afternoon ordered shot a horse ing special prices now.
-Mrs. J. A. fi'mube- has gone to CeFLNE LITTLE store or shop; $15.
belonging to J W. Hack, • flume'
-We guarantee to please you dle Ragan. The party had a happy cile to visit several days'.'
Fourth and Kentucky avenue.
time in their ride over the city. In
living about two miles out on the with Old Taylor, KY. Lump
Niles Ethel Palmer will arrive this
WANTED-Good cook 133 Nortb
coal.
the party were Mimes Ula and Liz- evening from SprIngfie'd, Tenn., to Third
Biand•tile road. The horse had beet, Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
Hotel Lateen.
given to Hack by a local grocer. Of--City subscribers to the Daily zie Sexton, Rosa and Hortense Thur- visit hire.
LOST-Elunch of 7 keel) on ring,Reficer Sanders noticed that the nurse Sun who wish the deliver
Mr. Bud Quarles and daughter have burn to this office sad receive reward.
f their man, Etta Bechenbach, Anna May
could hardly walk and that be fell papers stopped must no
WANTED- Piano pupils. Apply
our col- Durrett. and Measrs. Archie House- returntd from Lolisville
frequently. Investigation developed lectors or make their
nests direct holder, Athal Robertson, George
Miss Belle Cave and Miss Wanche 408 Washington or old phone 2600.
that the tendons in the animals fore- to The Sun office. Nd attention will Rock, Earl Carter, Timothy Murphy. Hills will leave next week for Virginia Mrs. Charles Wheelie.
legs were so badly drawn that no be paid to such origins when given to Allie Roberts and Harry Clark Mes- to spend six weeks.
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Tadames L. H. Ragan and P. J. Bechrelief could be given. It was IS years our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
The announcement of the marriage males go to "Shorty's" Ill % South
old.
-Dr. J. V. Voris. dentist, 200 Fra- enbach chaperoned the young peo- of Miss Virginia Johnson and 'Mr Third.
'
ple.
- -Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath. 400 1-3 ternity banding.
••••••"%. •••••• N.% • 1616%.%%%216
N.% %, N.N
•
N•
Lawrence Clemente will be made
115%%•••%%%%%%%%11
WANTED-Mill diaper aad farm
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Ouy'customers are our best adSeptember s
hands. Good wages. Track Lumber
-A erew4 of ear young peeekt vertisers. Ask your neighbor. BradMiss ttimittiey litemeersaine.
Mist Mollie Radford, of Eva, KY-. Co., old phone 1456-1.
Sixteenth and Tennessee. for rent. Office and hospria 4214 South Third
went to Paducah Friday night in a ley Bros. Phone 339.
Complimentary to Miss Inez Bell. la visiting the family of -Mr. George
FOR
HAMBURGERS
and Hot Ta- Ready for oct-upancy. Apply to Jake Old Phone 1345, new 361; residence.
gasoline launch. Those comprising
Miss Bent Smedley entertained last Ingram. of 167 Farley- place.
old, 1816.
"Shorts's," 12.7 North Biederman Grocery and Baking CO.
males
to
go
the party were: Misses Jessie Upevening at her home on South Fourth
UNDER WAGON
Mize Lily Campbell, of Paris, Tend. Fourth.
bitch
-FOCND-Pointer
puppy.
church, Bertha Tr/tee:stead, Hazel
street.
Music and games were de- is visiting Miss Eerie Blackmail, of
Taxpayer.' Notice!
Kitt- RENT- Five rooms over Owner can get same by identifying
Zellers and Mazie Dtterback and Child M'alla and
lightful
features
of the evening
Re- South Ninth street.
Paducah. Ky • September I, 190t.
IN Injured This
Address
care
Y.,
paying
and
charges.
Kamielter's
grocery.
Apply
to Henry
Messrs. W. H. Moreland, Smith Utfreshments. cons.stIne of ices and cake
You are hereby notified that an
Morning.
Sun.
Kansleiter. ,
_
terback and Ed Dugger. They report
were-served. The guests were Misees
persons owning or haring in their
HIS NAMES/41\ED.
SALE-Inam
terms.
sew
3
FOR
---erTICC
-ifEAS
-1E
- D-and pressed 76
a pleasant time. Brookport Eagle.
Ruby and Emma Mayer, Mary Boyle,
While playing in the street with his
houses Its NoeUiview addition neat possession, or under their control as
-Old Reliable
Gertrude Fisher, Anna Hill. Mary To the .1tlibrew to the Policy 'folders cents. Solemon the tailor 113 South
Carterville. tn., little
wagon this morning, Cecil Res12th street oar line. W.eD. Greer. agent. guardian, or committee, exThird
street.
Phone
1016-a.
washed nut, and egg coal le the
ecutor, administrator, curator, truslint Sags It le Wroug.
fro. the seven-year old son of Mr. and and Laura F.elds. Mary !Insley, anti
617 Broadway.
FOR EIALE-Beigutifircity lots OD
cheapest. B;ad4ey Bros. Pbcnte 339.
Messrs Ernest and Owen Bell, Janvea
tee, receiver. commissioner. or othMrs. W. H. Renfro. of 418 Norton
FOR SALE- -Furniture and house- Get your school books early.
New York, Sept 1.-A letter from small motthly payments. H. C. Hol- hold goods. In use five months. Ap- erwise, realty tangible, or intangistreet, was knocked down and run Quarles, Will Sears and Clyde Bell.
Should you make any mistake we
:
Bishop Charles McCabe. of the Metho- lins, Trueheart Bldg., old plume 127
over by a huckster wagon and eatioa•ply 1244 South Seventh street Bar- ble personal property, on the 15th
Will exchange er refund money. HarWANTEDTo
property.
*ell
your
day of September. are required on 'or
dist
Episcopal
A
addreesed
dinrch
nard W. Bass, old plume 2003:
Jolly
Party.
to
ly injured
bour's Book Department.
No. 9, Trueheart
Last evening Miss Bertha Thomp- Alton B. Parker, chairman of the m- H. C. Rollins
WANTED--MaleWANTED--Male canvasser,--Ciar- before the bat day of (kir:seer. to
The child had been to the k's far•
-If Dieke & Black makes your
Bldg. TelephOSe 137.
ried man; nothing to sell: salary: Rive the assessor a true and compie; •
tor) to get some ice and returning. son, of West Broadway, gave a nay enthe committee of the laternational
fall suit. you won't be mistaken for
ride to htr friends. After a ride over Policyboidene eommIttee, pried the
WAE1)----loung men to board. references. Apply to Ms. Meyers, list of mine, with true cash value
attempted
.
bitch
his
to
wagon.
to
the
"The Kin* of Tramps" who will Jall
thereat, as of the 16th day of
vehicle. The driver did not observe the city, the party ware driven to committee to adept the aciannIsratton Bath and other conveniences, 912 room 34. Craig hotel, 5:30 p. m.
here in. sday or two
tember. under oath, upen ,ore.,
AND COT for sale--Lot
-In live distributing( of the eighty- him and the child tripped etd fell ur.- her country home, where they were tickets of both the New York Life and Jefferson.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old 40:168. four room house. 420 South be furnished on application ny sato
six lots in Thurmin's addition. Mr. der the wheels, which passed over his entertained by the hostess. On a the Mutual Life Insurance cotaanies
lawn
prettily
arranged
with
The
lanterns
bishop
expressed his disapproval 442, New 598. Delivered promptly. 12th. Price $500. For particulars see assessor at his office, and that ad
Jesse Gilbert drew the 'ot which had body and bruised his bead.
merchants of the city doing busmen'
and sears the -nests had • delightful q, the address issued by the commit- R. E. Bell & Sons.
Mrs. Lizzie Ray, 420 South 12th.,
the house on it.
for themselves or others shall in like
time. Music was a feature of the ev- tee in 'which attacks were made on
-Do not be deceived,. Bradley
FOR SALE--25 head of horses. - WANTED----Board- in Private -tamNotice of Shippers.
manner and in addition there"
ening.
the management of these companies. broken
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville.
and
unbroken
Glauber's fly, man and wile. Can furnish room
On account of national holiday state the highest amount in value of
necessary.
U.
advance
if
and
pay
He
in
says
the
address
was
sent
to
the
III., washed coal. Phone 339.
Labor Day. Monday September 3goods, wares and merchandise. 0•2t
U. ø.c.
pe4ey holders with his *erne append-Miss Isabel Mohan vs;l1 resume these companies will not receive
FURNISHED ROOMS- For rent care Sun.
Or
ed or kept on hand for sale by seta
The United Daughters of the Con- ed to it but that the address was
man,some
WANTEDYoung
her music tease Monday, September 3. deliver freight on that date.
with board in private family. Adfederacy will meet next Tueriay, Sep- never submitted to him and
office experience, in a wholesale house. merchants, during the three months
Address 141.05 Trimble street. Old E. S. BURNHAM, Agent, N. C
he pro- dress "X."
tember 4, with Mrs'. Joseph Thomp- tests against further expression bf
Atiely
in own handwriting, with refer- next preceding such 16th day or
phone 1128.
FOR RENT - Four room cottage,
St. L. Ry.
ences from former employers, care P. September.
ton. of 520 Jefferson street. All mem- his name on the committee
-Dr. V. bltne, pbysicilin. Phones J. T. DONOVAN. Agent I. C. R. R.
also three rooms. Apply 624 HusPrompt attention to this will save
0. Box 27.
bers are urged to be in attendance as
251-272. Office Fraternity building.
bands street. Old phone 2070.
WANTED- An all-round exper- property owners additional cost.
the delegates for both the state ant
DENIES SON W11.1. WED ACTRESS --WANTED-To tmr- real
-School book* and school book
stylish ienced grocery clerk. Call in person
STEIKART DICK Assessor
general convention wr:1 be selested.
lists are now ready at R. D. Clemhorse. Black preferred. Must
Approved. D. A. YEISER, Mayor
be between 9:30 and 11 a. m. or 7 to 9
ents Co. We can give you the list of
Lord %herder, oppimes, the Match, toting
Phone 843.
Office, Room 9, City Hall
rt. tn. C. F. Schrader, Thirteenth and
Among those registered at The
all grades and n11 them now.
But He to Title Is Firm.
FOR RENT--illy two-story house, Monroe streets.
-Contractor Ed C. Esker
was
Palmer today are: Charles Johnson.
HORSE sT1111.EN.
FOR -ii-ALE OR EXCHANGE corner Fourth and Clay streets eight
kicked in the :eft side by a horse at
Cairo, Ill.; W. W. Fitzpatrick, Paris,
London, Sept 1. -- In response to rooms and bath. R. E. Ashbrook.
Three hundred acres of fine improvOpen
Clare Tenn.: R. Bannus, St. Louis; Hewig
Third street and Broadway thia Morn- WheatRemise
Dec
73%
73% Freund, New York: W. B. Wood, In- an inquiry as to the trutii of the reing at 9 o'clock and badly bur'.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished ed land in Kentucky, to exchange for Supt. Chiles. of the Union
Miselen. the ;victim.
Mar.
78%
78% dianapolis; L. E. Abbott, St. Louis; port of the engagement of his sliest rooms for housekeeping. Apply at real estate in Paducah. For particu-The downtown °nice of the N.,
son and heir, Henry Lloderhuret
Cornlars address Box 95. Metzopolls, 111_
E. T. Tobey, Memphis: Mies Ida Botin': Monroe iftreet.
C. & St. L. road was opened this mornSonsehody stole the sorrel horse of
Dec
43% wen, Morganfield, KY.; Irwin Van Bruce. to Camille Clifford. an Amer43%
A MODERN HOME for sale. Cs
ing and Mr. E. .1. Mullaney, former:‘
FOR. REXT---Furalahast room with
ican actrese Lord
Aberdare teleRev. R. W chiles, superintendthe
Mar
44%
44%
bath,
rooms,
furnace
hardwood
NM,
Syracuse,
N.
Y.:
W.
Bayle, St.
the Cincinnati agent, is in charge
graphed today from Kingussle, Scot- private bath, on Broadway between
ent
of
the Union Resrus•
Oats-up-to-date In every particuLouis: George Hail, Nashville; Miss
Tickets will be so:d downtown anti
Fifth and Sixth. Apply R. W. Walker &sore
Thursday night, from III yard of his
Dec.
30%
31% Lizzie Jennings. Madisonville. Ky., land.
Apply
lar.
on
premises
North
at
416
Co., Fifth and Broadway.
freight business attended tc
"Announcement untrue."
son-in-law. Clittnn Peal, In RowPorkFifth street.
G. R. Hicks, Kazel, Ky.; Will Ball,
LOST--treecent broach with dis.
--Our transfer bereft.* is second to
Mr.
Bruce.
shown
when
this
telelandtown. The brute is pastured In
Jan.
14
05
45
Alexandria. La.; F. L. Thompson,
MIDDLE-AGED
capitalist.
Ion's"
mond in center, surrounded by- pearls.
none. Carriages as good and in many Cotton-gram. said:
Peal's yard at night.
Louisville.
some, desires companionship of lov- Mr.
fares better-prices lower, for like
"That's just what I expected," but Finder will be rewarded by returning
Hollis.).
Belvedere: Walter
Horn, St.
ing wife. Rich or poor makes no difto 817 South Ninth street.
service, than in any city in America. Stocks(lird it( Theakir.
be reiterated that the facts were -4m
Louis; J. B. Pool. Omaha; J. McNeil-,
THE TWO-StfORY store room- ference. Write box 4.25, St. eloseph,
If you have traveled any you know
he had already stated, and that nothKind frien-is and bricklayers 'I
1.48% 1.49
L. & N.
ran. Louisville; F. R. Bickel, EvansMichigan.
these are facia. Give us your order
ing could induce him to change 'his
wish to thank you for the kindness
1.91% 1.94
U P.
vilie; Guy Hollingsworth, St. Louts;
WANTED-- -Position ny an rapers
for carriage and baggage wagon Palmind.
owls me and my family ist the sad
Rdg.
1.3634 1. 38
H. Lyman, Jackson, Tenn.
lenced-office man. experienced in bereavement of
mer Transfer Co.
dearly bettors!
my
1.77
1 .77 %
St. P.
Mrs. I. Young returned last night
book-keeping and
gene-Fe-I office husband
TO floMI CHURCH WITH "ADS."
sod father. and gladly, appreMo. P.
-°teen tribe of Red Men met last
96%
98
from a three months' visit in the
woe),.. Best referenceg..
-Addretts A. B. ciate all-ssou did for us, and pray the
eight and-invenged for a ble tattlePenn,
1%1% 1.42% northern states and in Canada.
'C.. care Situ.
in
Pastor
Iola,
Will
Wan..
He
hays
richest blessings or 0
-cid to rest -upon
1.0934
. 1.10%
Cop.
Mr. Louts Kolb. lir.. LW wife left
Use Newspapers Is Work.
J. E. MORGAN, blacksmith, 403 you. I am ever your true friend.
Smel.
1.67
1...57 % today tor New York to he with his
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior MR'S %DIME CRITC/I FIELD AND
' 55
C. F. I.
56'/ brother, who suffered 'a paralytic
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
Iola, Kan., Sept. 1.- Rev. W. H.
FAMILY.
1.06% 1.07% stroke there recently.
U.S. P.
for fibre stone side wire tires, the
Garfield.pastor of the Baptist church.
46%
U. S.
46%
Attorney D. H. Hughes went to
best rubber tires made.
announced today that he immediateFraud Order liained.
Morganffeld today to matte a short
ly would begin advertising his ser--CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
The Roosevelt Home club, of New
Local Markets.
visit.
mons and his church just as a mer•
ry and concrete work a specialty. York city, is to be investigated by
Dressed Chickens-20c to 36c.
Dr. Horace Rivera, of Smithland,
chant advertises his wares. In addi
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490 the post-office department at the 1.1Eggs-20 to 35c doz.
business.
today
city
on
in
the
was
tion to newspaper advertising Rev.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at- press request of President Roosevelt
Butter-20c lb
Mrs. W. B. Mills left for St. Louis
place bulletin
will
Mr. Garfield
tention to all estimates.
with a view of issuing a fraud order
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 711e.
yesterday to be with -her husbann
boards in prominent places, on which
- -NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping. against ft.
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu. $1.00. several weeks.
VER seventy thousand
will be announced each week his
Shorthand, Typewriting etc.. only
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
Mr. Joe Kolley and Mr. Lee Moore
subject. He says he expects to draw
prescriptions have been
$4 a montlI. Dratighone Practical
Deetls
Green Sausage-7c lb.
left for St. Louis and the west.
crowds to his church by advertising
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
entrusted to the care of our
Andrew P. Haniburg to R. C. SmiSausage-12%c. lb.
H. W. Hooper, a merchant of Wavas a manager of a theater fills hts
Phone 1756. Call. phone or write for ley and others, property in the Hare'
Country Lard-11c lb.
prescription department. We
erly. Tenn. was at the Palmer last
house, and that he will try and give
catalogue. It will convince you that ban addktion $151).
Lettuce-Sc
bunch
are very much gratified by
niggle He had come from his home his hearers sonlething to think about
Draughon's is the best.
Tomatoes-10c gallon.
Bellew to R. L. **este.
W.
town, which Is 60 miles from Nave-this enormous patronage of
Peaches-:---20e basket.
property
In
the count). $800.
WANTED.
ARMY
U.S.
FOR.
vile. to -Paducah, over a hundred
the most important branch of
BLOOD VESSEL
Beans-10e. gallon.
Able-bodied unmarried men between
to purchase stock.
miles.
Shively Renominated.
our business and we wish to
Roasting Bars--10c dozen.
ages of 21 and 36: citizens of United
Mrs. J. W. Blackard and daeghter, Ruptured but Fart Was Not Known
Democrats Of the Thirteenth InCantaloupes-30c dot.
assure the people of Paducah
States, of good character and temLucile, and son, Embree, lefetoday
for Several Hours.
diana district have nominated BenButterbeane--10e. quart
that we are redoubling our
perate habits, who can speak, read
for Wright's Chirpel, Gibson county
jamin F. Shively for congress. DemCelery-40c
dozen.
and
write
English.
Information
For
effYrts to give them the best
Tenn . to attend a camp meeting.
Miss Bertie Howell, bookkeeper for
ocrats of the Fifth Indents district
apply to Recruiting Cimee, New Richpossible service.
From there they will go to Jackson. the Cumberland Telephone company.
nominated Claude G. Ii3en
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
house,
mond
Paducah,
fry.
Tenn., where Mies Blaokard will enter ruptured a blood vessel in her left
_
_
Wheat, 6k bu.
college.
FARLEY & FISHER, Veterinary
Weight 1s Chosen.
foot and did not discover the fact unCorn, 65c bu.
Surgeons and Dentists. Personal atMr. J. C. Woosely is out after a til last night about II o'clock when
Chillicothe, 0.. Sept. 1.- Oliver
Hay-From jobbers to reran dealtention to all diseases of horses ant Wendell Phillips Wright, of Hocking
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim , week's Illness.
the blood broke through the skin and
isc,,re-rste4
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John T. began to saturate her docking. Or:
doV. A light, cool, airy sanitary sue county, was today nominated by the
$17; No. 1 Tim., $16; No. 2 Tim..
DRUOGISTS
scientifically
equipped
hospita: Demtserats of the Eleventh congres316; clover, none offered. From Lane. 1000 Clay street, a girl baby:. 11"10. Hearne was calor] and attended
PI sel Isiah*
SA Plum 1/1
where every case Is assured careful sional district.
Miss Grace Williams. of Krebs Ste- her injuries
country wagons at public quality meattention. Bring your sick horses or
Right Mall et Side Doer.
dium to eery peer,
to $17 per ten ns* is visiting In the clip- indag.
a
Mn*, T. F. Edesti41110ft will Strive
gall us any time for coneultation
for various mixtures.
Soillettlas rat no Oft
Ileigell&

New Black and Plaid
Skirts for Fall
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•

THE PADUCAH EVENINti SUN
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Hart will sell $1.00 Hampers- for

317
Broadway

67 cents

Now is your time to get a cheap
place for soiled clothes.

ONLY 3 DAYS

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.
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R. W.WALKER CO.
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LIVING STATUE
BAFFLES DOCTORS

RIVER XEWS
e

River Stamm
19.9
Catre
13.0
St %II ge Mci.tal Malady of a Chattanooga
13.1
Cincinnati
Nettug Wife.
13.3
Evansville ...
3.5
wtoreses.
. 6.6
Johnsonville .
Mks Inonovithle and Never Itrepowels Louisville
6.0
to Pitiful Appeals of Her
2.9
Mt. Carmel
Husband.
9.0
Nashville
6.2
Pittsburg
3.7
Davis Island Dam
.10.6
St. Louis
GIRL HORSEWHIPS A J11'14TIt1tl
12.9
Mt. Verson
11.9
Paducah

0.1
3.3
1.1
1'.l
0.6
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.4
1.0
0.2
0.7
0.7
0.3

ATTACK ON WITTE •
MADE 131 LETTER
fall
Uprising
rive Accessed of Causing
fall
Against Jews.
fall
fin
fall
Caused Ay Imitation] to Be
fall Tertutini:
tiur..1 of Enmcroc 911114on, of
fall
(entian,
fall
rise
fall
fall DISORDERS ARE NOT ABATING.
fall
rise
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BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
'Special
Very low round trip rates all summer.
reductions September 23 to 29 innusive.

TO COLORADO
At Cincinnati, 0.

AUGUST 28 to SEPTEMBER 22
Take an Autumn Trip to the Biggest Exposition
in the United States To-day
EXCURSION RATES SY RAIL OR RIVER

The Real Thing
In Music Hall
Niogrow, Sept. 1.- The Viedomosti
The gauge registered a, stage of
Op
of
preen
-Donor)
rest
the leader of the
11.9 this morning a rise of 0.2 In the
Russia, created a tieneatIon today by
A td..itster Spectacle
London Spectacle, Staged
last 21 hours. Weather clear and ho'
'Printing correspondence exehanied iiiof Modern Methods
by the Shuberts
and business at the wharf gooc.
risoyof
Hilook's
t•sefovIch, who bolls the
i
il
of Putting
Scarcely big enough, one would 'ween M
war CO.,
Mammal!,
state councillor and who Is
Out a Big
Wan. to survive the 'waves front the rank of
Obto
parr) of
Monarchial
Fire.
the
of
president
',Rh
Boy
Mountain
Sisk Fowler, the
.4
ele
German
Its companion houseboat Mounta:n Kiev. and Dr. Von Miguel, the
Girl, are on the ways for repairs: The Mande d'Affalies of Si Petersburg
From the letters printed, it appears
Mountain Boy is a stern-wheel boat
recent
When they reached the hospital operated with gasoline power. The that on th publcatton of the
InWilliam
had
Emperor
that
report
and
houseboat
retae
Girl
a
Is
Mountain
the woman was carried into
of general merchandise store combinee. vited Count Witte to Wilhelmhof, M.
number
ceivtng room, and a
physicians called for consultation In These two boats ply up and down. l'seforich, In the name of "all factions
waterways of the Russian MonarchIche party.••
an effort to ascertain the peculiar In and out. of all the
Jim
form of insanity with which she is from the lakes to New Orleans and telegraphed to the German emperor
front Pittsburg to Leavenworth. expressing great regret that "suit a
suffering.
pndid monarch and head of the
She is Kan. They (x•cupy among the lee
The case is a pathetic o
position friendly German people" ehouid reunt.I several boats relatively the mime
26 years old, and
Sae
months ago was a °attire of IltsbiarY. that 'he peddler occupies among the fs.:4 "shorn the whole Russian peowhere she was married. Her hus- big merchants. In fact It is a peddler ple regarded as being the g" it'. auband nut be.ng satiseed with condi- • I at. In the store there are grocer- thor of the miseries into whet the
a -ountry was piunged and the provoker
tions In his native conntry- came ies. queensware. hardwa.e and
here to seek his fortune, and later vast variety of things to attract the of the terrorism inspired by 'hostility
sent for his wife. She arrived. but It eye of the class of trade they sell. to the Jews, to whom he la friendly."
was an discovered she was insane. The queensware is gorgeously tinted
The long Journey across the sea, long and gilded.
To Marry Wines.
Golden run
Mr. and Mrs. John
ing for her hie.hand, and a desire for
1 - Admiral
Sept
Sevastopol,
DON'T overlook the chance fo visit Cincinnati NOW. Reduced
the familiar scenes of her home had these diminutive Mate Mrs. Golden Priordloff. commander of the Black
RA ;roads and Ohio River Steamboats.
Round Trip Hates .m
a
by
possessed
not
has the disInction_
unbalanced her mind.
A Royal Buckeye Welcome Assured.
Sea Seet, has received • number of ale
F'or further inforilatiote address the
For several weans sbe nag been dozen women on the Geer. that or
plIcations from women who dealre to
growing worse. and now is suffering being a licensed pilot. Mr. Golden is
exiled
he
sailors
to
condemned
merry
Püüctty
from a rare kind of dementia, which a licensed engtneer. Two womea
ro Siberia for mutiny and acrompany
renders tier Incapable of mortag.eat- were licensed as pilots in Pittsburg
Several
them to their places of exile
init, speaking or doing anything un- recentle and these with. perhaps. a
have been granted.
requests
such
half dozen others, are the only poslesa forced.
When the husband called totter at sessors of that distinct loft The MounIMPORTANT CONFERENCE.
the cowry is,1 To bid his wife good- tain Boy, is not much more than 45
----by the arctic, moved the jailers to feet long. Its size enabies it to go
the
Map, He Tatked Witt,
WeiRc
in
creeks
and
bayous
of
the
Into
tears Despite the pitiful pleading
Eaatern Financell,
her husband and his protestations of lower Mississippi country which aflove lee woman stead an Insolvable fords a good trade. They probably
Cal. Ben Weill° has just returned
will leaye Tuesday for the Lower
statue and refused to talk.
from the east.
Mississippi.
Smoke rising from a cauldron. An
Horsev h leaped Jogai.e.
He said: -Wells in New York
ill'astungton. Sept. I. -With the uncertain figure hovering over the had • talk with nnancters on a subIndistinctly, ject directly hearing on Paducah and
mumbling
town constable looking on. and sur- cauldron
more of Vague movements in the background her chances of an inoreased population.
rounded to a seen or
her on. Lucy where also membling can be hoard, If plans materialise it will meat "54,ends who urged
rove, a pretty Meg woman of VI- No, the witches were not out at the 0041" for Paducah in a mighty mhoegna. Va , this Illerialni horsewhip- wharf-boat .last night. The figure time. I am not at liberty to give 0
end August Hewitt. a justice of the hoveriug over the cauldron Was not any Information, but will say that t'.
Deere of that Oise*. The girl was delivering an Invocation to spirits. proposed Interurban road was one
sop overpowered by Henning. and The movements In the background the matters discussed, but the prioribefore the onlookers could interfere were not the restless midnight prow • pal matter in discussion is yet to dela the final ertifIle the eiri WAS ling of tormented souls. John Street. velop."
thrown to the ground. Her left arm night• wharfmaster. was smoking
Col. Weille knows what a tr-.
was dislocated The attack was the mosquitoes. He used an old coffee- means
result of a decision rendered hi' the pot. The Movements in the -back"I was in Philadelphia the day the
squire against the rouse woman list ground were the oMeers on the Dick depositors made
charge on the I.:
monFowler seeking relief from tie
W(P k
trust company which failed," he saw.
strous mosquitoes which stormed the
"I was within one teetere of the bank I
The mumbling
Prof. Tyler. of Amherst college, wharf last night.
building and the crowd was se drr.-•
said recently "A man can live com- heard from that direction was their
that getting nearer was an imposei- ,
fortably without brains: no man ever gentle' swearing.
hi:0y. Thousands of depositors triel
With the arrival of the Savannah
existed without a drieative system.
get re the building. Pistols were I
io
The dyspeptic has neither faith, hope from St. Louis tonight on the updisplayed. angry shouts were. heard I
last
the
river,
Tennessee
realtrip to the
or charity." Day by day people
Prom all sides. I did not remain long I
ise the importaan of caring for their time that boat will come to the city.
about this locality but made for my
SaThe
arrived.
have
the
will
one,
of
need
at
the
realise
digestinn
hotel."
the
to
chartered
use cif a Itttle corrective after over- vannah has been
eating. A corrective like Kodol For Arkensas River Packet company to
In this state It Is not necessary to
Dyspepsia. It digests what eou eat. run in the Memphis and Vicksburg
cotton trade. it is said that the City serve a lye day's notice for eviction
Sold by Lang Bros.
of Memphis. owned by the same cols- of a cold. Use the original laxative
pany. that owns the Savannah. the cough syrup. Kennedy's fAxetive HoRERE 114 MY OFFER.
by
St. Louis and Tennessee River Park - ney and Tar. No opiates. Sold
I %AI iire i ou .4 Deedruff In Six et rolTrinrtre, will. take the place of tang Bros.
the Salannah In the Tennessee river
Days or Messey Bark.
-We ship pianos and organs ditrade. The City of 'Memphis has not
or
man
Here's an offer that no
rect
from factory of our own makes
?laving
yeare
been operated for two
woman need he ashamed to accept
and saves you commission. D H.
been tied up during tnat period a7
-it is an offer that I am most proud
re- RaldwIn & company, 520 Broadway.
St. Louis. The Savannah will
to make. I am thO difiCOVPrPf of Pa•
main In the lower Mississippi river
-Mein Sage. the one great remedy trade
until the completion or the several days. At Paduegh will conthat is r.TsponsIble more' than any- Arkenetts'lliver Packet company's tinue rising during the sett 42 to
thing f'ISC for the wonderfully heal24 hours, then fall. At Cairo no OM
new boat, the S. S. Brown, which is
thy and excellent condition of the
being built at Pittsburg and will be teral change during the nest 12 to
hair of the French people, most of
fiallited 141 NErrearberv----- --------- -- 24 hours %
whom rise Parisian Sage.
will
The Kentucky will leave for the ' The Tennessee at Florence
have always claimed and have
Tennessee river this evening at fi continue fatting. At Johnsonville will
thousands of times proved that the
o'clock. Three cars .of bickers- strips fall today.
hest and easiest way to preserve the
Sole
The Mississippi from below
St.
were among the cargo Of the Kenhair is to kill the dandruff germs
tucky this' trip. They were destined Louis to Cairo will continee falling.
with Parisian Sage.
for Flint. Mich., to he used in the
•••••••
Now, if yoe have dandruff and you
••••••••••~••••40.,.•••••••WoWy.....".••••
manufacture of buggies.
4ffn't get rid of It you are gotng
A new deck is being built on the
be held sonic day just as sure as the
Harvester at the ways and all rotten
sun will tine tomorrow.
Two
timbers are being replaced.
Dandruff germs kill the hair-Pamore barges were docked today one
promptly
germs
Hsieh Sage kills the
Are Interested In souvefor the Welt Kentucky Coal compa-cleans the walls of all diseases-ny and one for the Ayer-Lord Tie
pot cards take a
nir
makes the hair grow soft and luxucompany. '
riant, stops felling hair and is the
The Bettroff will arrive from Nashcleanest and most refreshing hair
ville Sunday night and leave Mondressing made I have come to Amerday morning at 12 o'clock for Clarks'
ica to prove this to Intelligent Peovine.
On your vacation and
ple. and I want to prAve It to you
The Sohn Hopkins arrived and
procure views that are
1 have appointed W. B. McPberfann
departed for Evansviiie today.
Inoriginal. We
entirely
have
end
in
city
agent
this
my
The Dirk Fowler got away at R
structed him to back up my great ofKodaks
in stock
carry
and
Cairo
o'clock this miming for
fer. If Parisian Sage does' not cure
from
will return tonight at the same born%
you of dandruff In six days he will
'The Russell Lord and the Margagive you your money back. Parisian
ret, probahly will arrive out of the
Sage for American people is made In
They overcome Wee.
Tennessee river tomorrow. and MonMylindratory mi. Rochester. N. Y.. In
ity see
nal&
osesamseassess
day. The Russell Lord will leave for
vie
Full stock of 'films and
undeMollas
Order to avoid tie heavy export 'dit••••-•-••••••••••
••
••-••••
the Arkansas river after ties for the
oir_m_Clonish "pain.
ties. If roil have no drug store han&applies.
Tie
BANAIIIII5u
jirls
"LIFE
"
are
They
Ayer-Lord
of menstruntien
company.
I will semi you a bottle of Pertwonsaialsood, siding deeagepIneet
WWI bift. N(
known remedy for poseinemjsk
ain Sage. charges prepaid, on reForreasts.
I MI
11111111b, Bold
WIN
ilk arere
beeomee
row of !'.0 centoi, elector: or silver
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PADJ('iAIII, at.
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Vernon, Will fall during the next
Mfg. On., 14(v-heater, N.Y.

Toledo. 0., Sept. 1.-- Mrs. Anna
Fusee "the living statue." was removed today to the State hospital
for the Insane Like as muen. dead
weight her form was lidted by two
depute sheriffs and carried to a boggy waiting outside. She was plated
upright against- the seat and did not
entire
move a muscle during tne

f4AtURJESIY, 011MPTILMBEIR 1.
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"THE BLUE MOON"

3trip
low
ratotes14attinc.17tsive.r.Oae war
Veryre U:I i0fl SZellf
31.
0.7tober
to
15
"Colonist" tickets will be on sate Sep:ember

TO CALIFORNIA
TO

svuemrymelto:v

r ,usel

trip rates

all

HOT SPRINOS, ARK.

Illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regard'
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

"Fighting the Flames

OCKISINKI

System

P. S. WEEVER,
GE). H. LEE,
Tray. Pass. Agt.,
Gen. Pass Agt.,
Nashville, Tenn.
Little Ruck, Ark.

r

Pie Norse

key

Camatittat. asthma!! NM festival Assaciatioa, Chu:Mast 0.

Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
North Fifth St., Nest Kentucky Theatre
They can save you money, and
take

your

old

wheel

in

ex-

We want an unlimited number of second hand bicycles.
change.

Remember this ir the cheapest house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.
Parts furnished for any make of
Expert machinists in
wheel.
our

repair

shop.

All

work

guaranteed,

GOING TO BUILD? Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

t

Instruct your architect to include specifications for the
'Ise of electricity and gas for
nd
LIGHTING. BEAM
COOKING. No modern home
complete without the above.
In fact all are necessities.

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom stpr .:hed only in spots and with stirch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a tn,achine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of thc
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

.THE MAN at the Office - 406 Broadway
SEE

The Paducah Light & Power Co.

A TIP

See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter .upply of

te.

TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevatorand modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for d'entists.

American -German , National Bank
227 Broadway

-COAL-

agents for the old reliable Cartersville,,III.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

If You

Kodak

CITY TRANSFER CO.
We are ready for atinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

MOTT'S rirIluuntnhsl nil

lloPhusee's Oft Store
fara ad 'realm

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
/
131-133 N.Pourth St.

11:bhc nom 7/97

Now located at

Cilat,lber's Stable.

$1.00 to $20

Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS

v. C. Rom,

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than

I':

not

be will refer you to

E. D.-HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas
32s

Fitting

Kentucky A vm.
132 South rotirth
h Phrtnera 201

PNIITYCNIT ErvigNriti

By

VAUGHAN

Harper

r. Brothers

••••••••••••....•

•

•

•

•

•

Guaranteed

Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

Iniserini I Mites.

Better Clothing and Netter Food WI I Willianun KatterJohn Gave Namee
tittentiere mut Ire. Few 'Was
Re On nerket
Season.
10.11'111
,
11.

of

SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE

r

Two doses give relief, and one hex
will cure any onelnary case of KidDan smiled sadly.
"What's gone through today. Joer
The vice president was wonderfully
"Nothing's gone through on the B. OPTIMISM PER‘'AD19:14 COUNTRY. Stit if H TENTH STitellee PEOPLE. ney or bladder trouble. Removes
moderate in his choke of words. He aud A. There's noticing to send from
Gravel, cures Diabetes.
Seminal
added: "But It is really best for the thIs and of the Mee," the operator aniihnisalons, Weak and Lame Bea,
•
toterest of those concerned that you swered nervously.
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
should go aid do what you can to bring
"What went tttrough yeeterdayl"
$•08,11Tti
"Cut woele" is the slogan of the the Kidneys and Bladder In
Rank clearings
both
about a settlemeut."
"Nothing yesterday either."
.1199,17t1
residents of South Tenth street, and men and women. Sold at fee cents
Sainte week tat year
"It would be the sheereet idiocy for
"Where Is No. 7?"
they threaten to take legal action per box en the no cure no pay basis
Incrumte
%SOH
Me to attempt it. The town may go
"It's down at Harelsou, Mr. Oakley."
against property owners who permit by Mel'bersen's Drag store, lemma
hungry from nose to the end of its. "And No. 9?"
days, but It won't bare me at any
"It's tLt Harrison too."
The Increase in clearings thisjiroek weeds to flourish in :wont lots. One and Broadway, sole agent for Patin
prier."
"Do you know what they are doing is not *.iffielenti) large to constitute resident was fined $e and Costa re- Nth, or sent by mail upon receipt of
'"I always told Coruish he ehould sell at Harrison?" deteanded Oukley
It is the dullest month eently for permitting weeds to thrive price by Lark Medicine Op., Lahr
a real gain
the road the first opportuulty he gat.
the year and probably the -dulleet in a vacant lot. Incidently he gave wilts. Kr
He had the chance once and you talked
It SPOIliell erttolual negligence that Inc
him out of it. Now you don't want to no apparent effort had as yet breu week In that month. Some of the re- the names of more than a dozen other
Stand by the situation:'
-it)- owners including several cite
tail rtores are winding nip amine* props
made to reach Antioch.
•'I do," said Oakley, riming. "I want
"I don't," said Durke laconically, bit- cleerance sales and all are actively officials, who were guilty of the sante AN OLD FRIEND
to see an understanding reached with ing his nails. "1 suppose
they are preparing for the fall trade.
offense, and his fine. was remitted. au
Fir forty Tears the Holmes liver Pad has par.
Me men. and I am going to do what I waiting for the fire to burn out."
Sharing the general optimism for cording to hi. statement, because the slid its victsrion fight against all terms o
eau to help along. You will please
"Why dopit you know?" persisted
the approaching fall and winter, the city °Melees did not desire to go into
to consider that I have resigned. I Dan tartly. His displeasure
1. MALARIA,
moved
don't for the life of me see bow YOU the operator to a hiller
merchants have bought heavily one the tight to that extent.
explanation.
tau expeet me ,to show any face in
Mr. William Katterjohn, the well
''It was cut off yesterday morning. the quality of goods purchased IndiSLIVER AND
kinioeb." And with that be stalked The last word I got was that
No.7 was cates that the country steadily is go- known contractor, is the resident who
from the place. He wag thoroughly on a siding there and
that No. 9, which ing,upward in the vale of living. Bet- was fined.
STOMACH
•
angry. He beard Holloway call after started at h:15 for Antioch,
had had to ter clothe*
"I gave the authorities the names
this fall, in
will
worn
be
kiat:
push back. Tbe fire w112 In between.,
rROUBLES
"I won't accept your resignation. Autioeh and Harrison,
-wive* of inure than a dozen property owners
on both sides of domestic economy, the house
You'll have to wait, until you see Cote idle track and
who
permitted
the
about
use
. trY cc grniti of quinine
At
weetieeo
grow
in
abundant
their
will sepplewbettor and more
blazing."
or ether ilameger‘Mis drug.
aishi'•
"Where'll the freight?" questioned food, on aceonnt of the prosperous yards and on property, and my fine
Thailand, of persons vi holInk
Dan strode out tutu the eareet, not , Oakley.
was iiemittell," he deceirot "I' am
conditions of tint' wage earner,
they are "offering from dtte..p•
luitoving what he would do. lie was
"The last I heard it was trying to
in
faeor
of
better sanitation aad want and "hart troubles. net ,,cti•
Here, as in the east. while the fall
tisbeartened and exasperated at the :make Parker's Run."
business hardly has begun, money is every one to clean up premises, but down and neurasthenia,
stand Holloway had takee.
i "When was that?'
when favoritism I AO% 11, I ant ready .1i-tiering from Malaria. "I'
Presently his auger moderated lend
'That was yesterday woruing too. It tightening. In New York the rate
little germs are in the sit
Pace slackened. He hail been quite had come up that far from
to
fight it."
consistently
nip
going
been
for
has
us, and onee Inhaled they a. ei
Autioeh the
Oblivious to what was 14:4,4,4iva uhout deny before to haul out
The residents on Tenth street com- a:mu:4 any dIsea.e. It is safe to sa)
four curtails of several weeks, and the few millions
Mae, and naw for the tirst time, above tles. Hatt gave the order.
It ia still wit Into cireolatton through the na- plain of two places In parte-War. One that 91 her cent of all the people in
tbe tittle of earls and trbeks, lie beard there, for all I know that IL
IC it ain't tional banks by tile treasury depart- is at Tenth and Tennessee streets and ihie (wintry are suffering front Mathe teewsbeys shrilly es111W2Ca extra- burned or ditched. I sent down
:aria in row form or another.
the exment, have not been appreciably ne the other at Tenth and Adams streets.
He °aught the words. "All aleeut the tra' men from the yards here
HOLMAN'S LIVER PAH
to help
It is said that hp odor from the weeds la on alootute sad harmless specifie,
beg forest fire!" repented over aefil over &nigh loading the ears. I had
Bolt's tired.
agate_
is
sickening
and The'Sien today re- curing in nature's own way—by An
order ftir it, and supposed he knew
The railroads have prepared for the
lie bought a paper and upeutel it
what was wanted. They ain't come fall busInese on a scale nnprecedented ceived a communleation from resi- sorption; lie tilch Is Infinitely more effective than by stomach drugging. We
idly, but a double 14.11t1141 headline-ar- back, but they got there ahead of the
Yet, even that does,at seem to be dents urging that some action be taken have not advertleei for fifteen yeare
rested his nttentioa. It nine a brief freight all right."
at once
be-cant ie we did not have to. But new
special from Buckhoru Junction. tie
Oakley felt this care for a few hun- broad enongh to handle the business
generations are springing up and they
read It with feverish interest. Antioch dred dollars' worth of property to have All construction
plants, supplying
ntay not know of the
was threatened with eomplete destruc- been unnecessary in view of the graver rolling stock for railroads, have orders
Notice to tontine-toile
HOLMAN'S LIVER PAD tion by the forest fires, which for sev- peril that threatened Autioeh. Still. It booked ahead
Paducah, KY Aug 25, 1906!
for their capacity. The
It is for Chem we are making this aneral weeks lead been raging in the was not Durks' fault. It was Holt who
Bids will be received at tie ofillee
tightening tendency before the beetneeme t
sortheru'part of the state. All traffic RAS to blame. .He had probably lost
of the Bard of Ptilitlle Works, city
The old Folk* Know Us.
was suspeutied, and the exact condi- bit bead in the general alarm and ex- nem fairly has set tri Is rousing &p- hall, Paducah Ky , until
onim. rutted and for iale by
3 p. m
p-T*14mila. bnt _the fact that that
could only be guessed at, but there &extant.
tionWednesday, September 5, 1906, for
McPlIERSON'
S DRUG STORE
sad been repeated soils fur help. The
White Harrison might be menaced tightening is on the rich side of the the following construction work, as
neighboring towns had responded to by the fire, It was In a measure pro-- ledger, mikes the apprehension rather
grad for Free Titaliseulainiug
per plans and specifications on file at
Ibid. impale by sending fire engines tected by the very nature of its sur- a feeling
lnforraat!on to Holman Pad
that we will not do more the city engineer's otter., under or- vs:ualxle
and boas, which were atill waiting at roundings. Bin with Antioch. where
Co., It Broadway. New -York,
dinances providing for same.
titan
wel
less.
need
not
and
Ruckborn Junction to go through. Oak- there was nothing to stay the progress
For grading and 'graveling Sowell
ley knew (bat the long drought had so of the flames, the case was different.
street from
Asbbrak avenue
tic
illmbilabed the available water supply With a north wind blowing they could
Itewiletreel
.
111011.
'
04 rt4
Hats avenue.
that In an emergency of this kind An- sweep over the town unhindered.
New York, Sept. 1 --Bradstr ere
Rowell :elite from Ashbolok (2111..•
•
Rath must depend on the river.
"Yesterday the wind shifted a tilt to weekly irade resort
shows better flue to Ashcroft avenue.
For Quick
The town derived Its regular water. the west, and for awhile they thought
Hays avenue. from Sowell street
supply from a standpipe fe,1 from a Antioch was out of danger," said weather and definite amourancee of a
small reitervole In ordinary seasons Darke, who saw what was in Oaklera large crop yield stimulate the fall and to Bridge street.
Concrete sidewalks and combined
and under ordinary circumstances the mind.
wluter buying which ill apparently at
force wan auflicient to most all needs,
"What have you beard from the oth- or
the close to its selnith. Most curb and gutters on Fountain avenue
from Jeffersoa street to Monroe
but on an Goes/don such as the peewee er towns'!"
of th
ding markets report that
tbe equipment of the local fire deo-artstreet.
"They're deserted. Everybody's gone buyers
truant in unprecedented
a...La, ismsisting of two hose carts and to Antioch or Harrison.
L. A. WA&HINGTON,
There was
numbers
and
that
the
vo:ume of Aea single olit fashioned band engine, plenty of time for that, and when No.
City Engineer..
, would be quite useiess.
7 made her last run I wired ahead that gust saes exceeds all records for the
111.1kleY'S hands shook as they clutchIt was the only train we Auld send mor•th. The *e.t.a of dry goods, clothteriero Adjustments Completed.
ed the paper. He forgot his own trots- out."
ing, shoes, leather
hardware and
The New York
nde-writers, the
Mrs; all in an instant, be was alive to
"How did you get the extra then to other iron and steel products and
lum- Citizens of Miseouri and the Hartthe danger that threatened Constance. Parker's Run?"
ber are very large. Th, fall shipping ford have closed their adjusting ofShe was a prisoner In the menaced
"Baker toot 'em there on-the 'Witch
towu. in the very (-enter of an Impend- engine. 1 sent him down again this sea-on is also apparenry at its height, fices at San Franc
-Iwo. having ruining tragedy. The thought of her possi- morning to see what, was the matter shipping forces are working overtime. iAlatod
the settlement of alf thei,
ble peril sent the blood surging away with etee freight, but-lie Mile went to and the railroads are working to their Individual losses. They
had 22 ad.'
trona his heart.
the ten mile fill and come back. He ru:', capacity With a ear famine
Jueters there, representing the New
preTen tutuutes later Dan again present- said he couldn't go any farther. I
ed himself to Holloway. His face bad guess be wasn't so very keel' to try. dicted for the no' far distant future. York underwriters, the Citizens of
lost its former look of dogged deter- Ile said he hadn't the money put by for The trot and Bee! market is quieter, Mineond and the Hartford and they
due mainly to the enmity of rupples had a foresee:. banquet at the Temination. It bad be(Ioule keen and his funeral expenses."
pthehed with a sudden anxiety.
'They told me up above that the M. rather than to any weakening of toe chnic] Tavern the last erver.itIg of
'It's all right, Mr. Holloway':' be and W. had hauled a relief train for demand, which le
J. J. Purcell and Norman
evideneei by the ad- Their stay
_ivied as be entered the °Mee. "Ifou Antioch. What has beeu done with It/
vances In pig iron old material and King will remain to close up the
needn't bother about my realimatIOIL Have you made an effort to get it
outstanding. ___
1089144
some finished lines which are very committee
1'11 take the first train for Antioch. through"
From Journal of Commerce and
belie.
Rave you seen agar and be held out
Durks looked distressed. Within the
the erumpled page be had Just torn last three days flights of Inspiration
Wheat, Including flour, exports for Commerce Bulletin
The Roe two companies named
from ids newspaper.
and Judgment had been demanded of the week, 6,0gZ,4100 bnshels, ago eat
Holloway 'lanced tip in astonishment him such as be hoped would never be
by
1,429,0041 bushels of this week east are represented in Padueleii
at this unloicked for change of heart
required again. And for forty-eight
Abram
Well & Co.
yew;
the
past
for
nine
weeks
2:1..2011.Noe 1513. 420 Broadway
*1 thought you'd conclude it was no houra he had been comforting himself
way to treat Generel Corral)." he said. with the thought that about everything ono bustle:a against S.907,000 bushels
plazas
—Our
known;
so
are
are
•'Hang Corulahl It's not on his ac- ap wheels owned by the Huckleberry In 1905.
we. Ask your neighbor %bat them'
count I'm going. The town is in a fair was at the western terminns of the
Corn' exports
361,000 betels
way to be wiped off tine map: Here. road.
them over thirty
egaInst 1,163,400 bushels of a Year some have used
read."
years; they are guaranteed from sev"It ain't meat of a relief train, Mr. ago: for thelscal year to date
C.129.
And he thrust the paper tnto Hollo- Oakley. Two carte loaded with fire
en years, to indefinite time. Ti. IL
way'• hands. "The woo& to the north, euglues and a lot of old hose. They 00.0 bushels.
Baldwin & company, fit211.11zos,dway.
and won of Antioch have been blazing are on the adding now."
for two days. Thee have, sent out tall
Total Rank cleAtringie.
"Were any men sent here with the
Ambulance Statlona.
after eeli for fitTp, and apparently no- relief trwtnr questioned
New York, 111ept. I.—The total batik
°eider.
----body has responded yet. That's why
The ambuleenee stations and hos"No; Antioch Just wanted hose and tleatIngs compiled by Bradstreets
for
am treeing Meek, and for no other reg. engines. Tbe water's plowed out, and
the principal cities of the United pitals AT-Valparaiso are now caring
they got to depend on the river if the
States for the last week aornunted t • for. 3.600 persons who sustained Infire strikes the town. They're In pretty
Juries during the earthquakes or the
bad shape, with nothing hut one old $2.976,768,946, en increase of 2,5.5
CHAPTER XXI.
fires which followed.
per
cent
band
engine. You see, their water
compared with the correspond
Bnekhorti Junction J(29 Dierks,
Who combined the duties of mains are about pulley and their hose log period last year
telegraph operator with those Mole ain't worth much."
Oakley turned on his heel and strode
of baggagemaster and thirst
Notice to Priowrity Owners on West
area. was at his table receiving a mes- from the oftlee. 'rice operator followed
There
s Nothing
'
COAL
Jefferson Street.
sage when Dan Oakley walked into the him. As 'they gained the platform
office. He had Just stepped from the Dan paused. The very air was heavy
with smoke. The sun was sinking beCOMFORT
The hoard of public works and tine
rhie•go eoprese.
Beyond Us in
"What', the latest word from Anti- hind a blue film. Its dullelisk was the city engineer, will meet on Monday
You will be comfortably
color hi copper. Ile wondered if the afternoon, September 3.
orb. Joe?" he asked htuiriedty.
at 3 o'clock.
situated, too, this winter If
"How are you, Mr. Oakley/ t get same somber darkness was Nettling to Inspect
Garment Making
and receive the sidewalks,
down on Autlech. The element of
Antiocb now"
you le' us fill your cool house.
curb and guttering on West Jefferdanger seemed very reel and present.
"What do they say?"
son
street
Our
from
coal is as good as money
19th
to
25th
Motets
To Dan this danger centered about
-limy are asking help."
This Metallic clicking of the Matra.. Conetonice Emory. He quite over- Property owners on that street are
can
We can furnish you
buy.
Our new woolens 'are a
looked the fart
heat before him ceased abruptly.
.that there were several notified, if they. have any protest to
nice
bundled
kindling, too,
best
the
from
choice selection
-What's wreitsg. anyhow?' He pa*- thousand other people In Antioch. offer, to be present at that time an
right along with your coal.
II back his chair and came slowly to Duets, at his aisle, rubbed the sandy niece..
foreign and domestic looms.
4.11 feet. Ills finer was still on the bristles on his chin with the bait of
Order now.
We show many handsome
ley. He tried again to call lip Ail- his hand and tried to believe he had
Both Phones 203
—During
this month
we will
and exclusive patterns.
lioeh. "They are cut off. I guess the thought of everything and hell done
make special prices.and terms on. pi*ire is down."
everything there was to do.
You'll find otir prices modThe woods were one fire all about anos and organs. It would be worth
line two men stared at each other In
and pleasing.
erate
.Ttinction,
the
but
the
towu
itself was your time and save you money to
alleac.e.
Dan's face was white to the murky. In no especial danger, as ceiltientect see our pianos and get
our prices besmoky twilight that filled the room. neele Intervened to shut away the fore
buying, D. H. Baldwin & compsNarks looked anxious, tbe limit of his liftmen. luabese folds lieu could see
oy, 620 Broadway.
1.111111111\.
emotional capacity. He was a lank, men and wawa bay at work tearing
•
colorieris youth, with pale yellow to- down fences. On a hillside a mile off
bacco stains about the corners of his a barn was blazing. ,
You need .• pill? Use De WItt's
Thirty-two thousand tomes -are
816 Brovidway
"There goes Warwick's' barn," remonth add a large nose, which was
Little Early Rimers, the famous innow clotted in New York city, while
Oppmite Praternity Build:11v
marked the operator&
superior to its surronndings.
tie finite. Do Slot alcken or gripe, but
their .0.3tepants are at tee summer
I "Ytlat TOM tilt last Word from &nOskloi. broke Element
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Business Men !irritating Fur eittint is Made That The City
Fall TPA&

ICESTER.

Copse!
, grit. 1901. by

DULLEST MONTH
CUT DOWN WEEDS, LARK'S
SHOWS'INCREASE SO SAY RESIDENTS
KIDNEY

Render

COAL
SPEND YOUR VACATION
ON THE GREAT LAKF.S
Traveling vial) to C Steamer,
,.!
.'.' •
',testis the eiti
antages vri•-•
•n prosaic •
kart an prime.
Thnme,
akS411 bag,;Ag. .1,,aLkeil
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p4,11114
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bwAse• Vievelaw1.
444610 ,
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S•nd •tA,
Address
4t.
A. A. III'HA*TT., lbw 1591•04 P T.21
i*.t
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DET120ff& CLEVELANDNAV.Co

--Ar•

EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
CAIRO LINE.

Evansville

(Incorporated.)
and PuldUsah
•

.1

-

AND

Pa, k et•

I.
eat

-sew Sanday.)
(Daily
leerier and John 11.
Hopkins, leave Paducah fur lei asselite and way landiugs at 11 a en
Spate& ext ursion rate now in effect from Padui eh to Evaniville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on th•
boat. Table unsurpassed.
• STEAMLI. DWI( FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at • a m. sharp, daily except Sunday. Special ezeuelbn rates
now In effect from Paducah tti Cairo
and return, with or without merle
and rouue. Gime music and table unsurpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler. (1.-neral Pass. Agave or
Given Feeler, city Page. Agent, at
Fowler-Ciumireugh & Co's ogles.
Both phones Nu. 33.

031V1:10cib100 N I

The Manager
Of the D.A.

Arm

Wall Papering

T

ST. LOUIS AND TENNOWEIC
RIVER l'.1Chla COMPANY.
FOR TEN N KatiICIC
./e43-1181110.41'

STEAMER CLYDE

Decorating, [louse
Painting and Picture Framing you
should phone 1513.
We do your work
quick, do it cheap,
do it goof

Loewe Padttrah for Te111114341•1`• Rives
Ever) Mediteeday at 4 p.
A. W. evttniit r
Niamey
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clete;
This company Is not responsible
for Invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.

SOAPS S4APS SOAPS
WE MUST HAVE

SANDERSON & CO.

rs

Johostoo.Deoker
Coal Co.

DICKE&BLACK

Ie

w_glat

Oenninekt

result' are sure. Sold by Lang Woe.

resorts.

is large. We
have all kinds
You
—can .find the kind of
Soap you wan: at
Our line

SMITH & NAGEL'S
Drug Store

NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Balky, Prop.

METROPOLIS,ILL,

•

Lump........................12c
Egg

Newest and beat hotel in the city
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms, Bath rooms.
RlectrIc
lignts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city,
Casmircial PS1111111/11 Solicits/.

Nut —
1 1C
Anthracite, per
ton
$9.00

DRAUGHOPFS
ailizine44Faileya

•

Phones 370

i

(Incorporated.)
e
KNOW
311316
Irma% 01111131ffltil
27(whim'. 15 .e•tio
piesoriONe"
rated a•"a
jtaLtiat
.v.„

111:10‘13.0•4*0

n.. h NI
os

Itt44.,:71rallUblitSr. Call or mid tat

•

S

FsF.PTEMBER

Sherrill=Russell Lumber Company
We guess you know us. If not let s get acquainted. Our main office is located at Eleventh
and Tennessee Streets; our electrical equipped
planing mill Eleventh and Jones streets; our main warcroom at Eleventh and Tenne
ssee streets; our unloading tation Fourtrenth and
Tennessee streets; our saw mill Meyers street, Mechanicsburg; oir yards and wareroom
s No. 2 at Fourteenth and Tennessee streets. At
each of the above named places you will find a competent manager who will welcome and
find pleasure in serving you. Consider: First,
our equipment and ability to serve you; second, our stock, which is the largest and best assor
ted in the country; third, our prices, which are
always in line. Then: If we cannot have your patronage, tell us our faults and we
will correct them. Our planing mill and saw mill
are running every day. We can furnish as cheap or as fine a class of all kind of building
material as you can find in any city. Interior
finish in any wood, detail work of any character given our special attention. We respectfully
solicit your patronage.

II

Sherrill-Russell LumberCompany
Both Phones 295. Prompt Delivery.

—ONE WEEK OF SOLID FUN

Fall Carnival of the Central Labor Union

WALLACE PARKATSEPT. 10 TO 15
The Most Costly Free Attractions kiver Given in Pad
ucah

"fa

IN THE CASINO

LAYTON'S $10,000 SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION

The Earl Sisters Present a Week in Vaudeville

The eruption of Mt Pelee and destt nction of St Pierre reproduced with
the most marvelous, beautiful, realistic and soul-stirring, scenic, mechanical and firework effect
ever witise4ied anywbre.
A City Built In el Dety—l -boatruyoki lt ea Minut

ON THE PIKE
ail Shun!

e.

liti;a Slums!

bar Slims!

a t

The Largest and Best Carnival Ever Held in Paducah, Follow the Crowd --Everybody Will be [here, Wallace Pa
rk Sept. 10 to 15, 1906
production of the "jack-knife bridge'
over the Chicago river Is not the
only memorable setting oh "On the
Bridge at Midnight," and the professor and the bootblack, excellent comHAVE ARRIVED FOR PADUCAH edy characte
rs as they are, will be OtEtl'itICT) BY II.I.INOIn cENTIt
411.1T1HV BAND.
found surrounded by numerous otter
PAI.MElt
- i
•
.:age persons that hold the attention
at The Kentucky tonight.

NEW UNIFORMS

tt.

FINE OFFICE

Distinction in Style

Perfection in Quality

Oryksniaa.ion Making (ireai Strides
and Will He Good Advertisement
I
For City.

Will Spend Five Thousand ilm,ther•
King of Tramp,.
Fitting it
in
Many new and noyel features are
the South.
promised In the Yankee Doodle comedy "The King of Tramps." which
will be at The Kentucky Monday,
The Padtwah Military band is now Septemb
The I. C. Railroad company is
er 3. matinee and night. The
eillIDOW to play any kind of engage- company is beaded
by the well- have one of the finest city ticket
ment. The band recently ordered new known comedian
ewho is supported Aces In the Routh and an appr, •
ualforma and they arrived last night. by a cast of
players including the tion of $5,00h has been made
The band will be attired in the cni- little singer and
dancer, Clyde Long, company for fitting it up.
forms tomorrow al Wallace park when who has keen specially
"Yesterday we closed a deal. '
engaged to
the regular afternoon concert will be introduct his latest and most
novel which my company leased the cor,.•
given.
specialty "The Scarecrow" so famil- of The Palmer House, and we
"Pachwah former:Thad a celebrated iar to the little folks who have ream begin fitting it up as soon as the h
band, and the has materia: enoufb of the wonderful adventurea of the tel company is ready for us," NI
now to form Mat suck another band, "Tin Woodman" and "The Scare- John Donovan, agent for the loca.
Isrof. Beet King; ',ember Cif ilia band. crow" in-the—beautiful story book 0: Illinois Central, said this morning
said. .
have-g
—
ot together the *est "The Wizard of Os." "The Scare- "The fintsittngis will be manog...
taint posaibTe— to wore In the city crow Dance" as done by Mr. Long and the beat will be secured. N‘
and have a band wbitli will
is pronounced by press and public have leased 20 feet running back
maim
reputation for tisa city."
_us being inI class by Beet,.
from Broadway to the lobby of the
hotel taking in the present plumbing •
Instead of lolling his hand
(nit's"
band. or taking an Individual name,
and barber shop. The hotill
A laree crowd is attending
-4S•of. King named It the Paducah performance of "On the Bridge
company will work with us and lab
at
Military hand, giving P44444444 the Midnight," thfry afternoon. The erec- altered plans to stilt the (
company."
benefit of the advertisement
tion of the mechanical equipment Of
the show, Including the big "jackTEACHERS' ELECIYION
- •
knife bridge" required extra work
Pupils May Now Select Their Own
this morning.
Teachers.
Theatrical Xotes
"The King of Tramps" hand will
be In the Labor Day parade.
Mrs. John J. Dorian's p
Frank Daniels in "Sergeant Brim"
has been booked for an early date school will resume work M
September 10. The course ii
NEXT WEEK AT TUE KENTUCKY at The Kentucky
Following the "King of Tramps" all the English branches, also
French, Shorthand and Bookket
Tonight
"On the Bridge at Mid- "The Two Orphans" plays Saturday
fug. For information call at corr.
Matinee
and
night
at the Kentucky
night."
Fourth and Adams. Old phone 14;
Monday matims• and night, "King of theater.

fir

Tramps."
Rata rda y mat!nee and night, "Two
Oteptiati.."

Why does tne sun burn? Why doe=
Parket-ill Speech.
• Mosquito sting Why do we fe,
The feature of yesterday's session
nabappy in the Good Old Surnih
of the American Bar association ar
Time? Answer, we don't. We Use
St. Paul was an address by former
Nes-Weems Tonight.
Witt's Witeh Hazel Salve, and the
Appealing with all the power of a Judge Alton B. Parker of New York
tittle Iil don't bother us. Learn to
blind mother, the victim of a brutal
look for the name on the box to get
plot to kidnap her only child, seekNevada Di-morass.
the genuine. Sold by hang Bros.
Mg through a vast city, to find and
John Spark., governor of Nevada,
sweetie the child, "On the Bridge at was renominated yesterday by
the
_We handle the best players' os'
Midnight." Is a play of melodramatic Democratic slate convention
at Reno. the market; we also handle a cheap
character.. Mingled with the anguish
player. Se. us for prices. D. H
0
of the mother, and the villainy of a
—Every Sunday Commerclal.Ay. %Wein & company 620
,
groadway
brother who would murder his own real ront•ins genuine (Mount oittisea.
•
kin, Is genuine humor and the whole Very pretty for framing or portfolio.
Among the .adniterants of °pin'
illuntiaated with a fins osit• Mar oda by newsboys and Thompsosi.iuted In India
Sae
are saliallea. Amu:
at of wesery. The celebrated re
111.
04111Wny.
!Aug, siryrlantne end black sand

.fr

Fall Dress GoOds
S

EASON'S choftxst Press Fabrics are at
Guthtle's.
We pride otirse:v s on havirg the most
extensive
line of dress fabrics carried in raducah
, and welelieve
it embraces MOTt exclusive things than all
Otter Paducah houses combined can show 3 ou.
and undoubteskLy a
larger variety of shades and designs
in staple goat'.
We show dress stuffs in a most peritct
light, so that you
are able to select Most cart fully and
scent ately
You
will do 3 ourse f an injustice if you fail to
examine Our
line before purchasing.

Women's Tailored Suits
T

HE smart mannish models and every good style
that the designers have mat( d ,this season are
here, But the smell mannish effccts seem to be most
in demand and we have prepared an cap daily large and
pleasing variety in this style, made cf aft the good materials, with tritrunings that impart individuality and
distinction, If you are going to putcbase a fall suit be
're to see the models here/before selecting. Scores of
styles which range in pii e frnen -Sto oo t? $35 00.

322-324 BROADWAY
•

